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Design And Commissioning Of A
Computer Controlled
Oscillating Hydrofoil Dynamometer

David L. Greening, B.Eng.

Abst ract
High propulsive efficiencies can be realised from llscill,uing foil propulsors.
Information on these propulsors can be obtained by systematically studying the
geometry's and motions of manufactured foils and the rtns and !lukes III' cetacean
mammals and fast swimming fish , which propel themselves through Ilsd lla1inllSor a high
aspect ratio lunate fin or fluke.
The development of a dynamometer for stud ying the now patterns and propulsive
characteristics of osci llating foil proputsors is described. The dynamometer was dcsigucd
to measure [he effect of variations in foil parameters such as planfcrm. sweep b ack , lilil
section. pitching axis tocauon. and foil flexibility for a sertes of oscillating motions. It
was designed primarily for use in a cavitation tunnel. to study the flow over the foils nnd
their cavitational characteristics and. secondarily. for usc in a towing/wave tnn k, to study
the propulsion efficiency of the foils. T wo foils were mounted in a central mouming pod
which in tum was connected to the drive system. Mounting the foils in this manner did
not disturb the !low over the tips of the foils which are thought to play a prime rule in the
propulsive performance of the foils. The drive system consisted of two numerically
controlled direct current servo motors connected to a 80286 computer through

11 Unidcx

14 series multi-axis motion controller. The system was programmed to produce a small
sine wave oscillating motion and to allow the oscillating motion 10 be modif iedeasily.
The dynamometer was capable of producing a series of monons which wen:

obtained by modifying the motion subroutine in the Unidex control program. The first

motion programmed for use with the dynamometer was a small pitch angle sine wave
motion with a constant phase angle of 90" between pitch and heave.
Thls Illesi.'> project was \Ile first in a series of thesis projects aimed at developing a
fully functional oscillating foil dynamometer to I ) Oscillate test foils with a substantial
variety of oscillating motions; 2) Study the development of the flow over the test foils; 3)
study the formation of cavitation on the test foils; and 4) To determine the propulsion
efficiency of the test foils. The aim of this thesis was I ) design and fabricate the prototype
dynamometer. 2) program its control system to produce the initial oscillating motion. 3)
conduct a series of tests 10 determine tile systems abilities and limitations. and 4) make
recommendations on how to overcome its limitations. The implementation of the
recommendations is left as part of the next thesis project in this series.
The per formance and evaluation of the dynamome ter in a series of preliminary
tests is described. These tests were aimed at evaluating the performance of the
dynamometer and its computer control system and not as a complete study of the foils.
The foils which were used in the initial tests had a rectangular planform with an aspect
ratio of six and a NACA 00 19 section (this section is similar to the section through the
nukes ofa fin whale).
The initial test consisted of running the dynamome ter with a sine wave motion for
a series of pitch and heave amplitudes. pitching axis locations. oscillating frequencies, and
water llow velocities , These tests demonstrated the operational capabilities of the
dynamometer. the accuracy of the obtained motion compared with the requested motion
and the quality of the data retrieved from the data acquisition system.
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Chapte r 1

Intr oduction
1.1

Oscillating Propulsors
The peak efficiency for the flukes o f an immature lin whale has been cstiuuuc d

using a strip theory to be 87% (Bose and Lien 1989). The screw propeller. which is the
most efficient and widely used type of propu lsor in use today. may he cupablc Ill'
achieving a pr opulsion efficiency of 70% for an exceptional propeller. however most
propellers have efficiencies in the range of 45 % to 65 % (Va n Manen 1973). Clearly there
is room for improvement.
A new type o f propulsor which shows pr omise o f achieving higher efficlcneics
and lower risk of cavitation is the oscillating propul sor. A large number of crcann cs that
travel in a fluid medium are propelled by oscillating foils. Birds. cetacean mammals und
fish are prope lled by oscillating foils in the form of wings. flukes. and fins.
In today's economic environment it is impo rtant to keep costs to a minimum :IOU
one of the large st costs in operating marine vehicles is the cost of fucl. Cetaceans, which
are comparab le in size to survey submers ibles, are known to travel thousands of miles
durin g migra tions with minimal feeding. For example blue whales travel from their
feeding grounds in polar and sub-polar regions to subtropical and tropical waters where
they calve and then complete their eight month trip back to their feeding groun ds wit h
only minimal feeding (Ksharriya and Blake 1988). Human developed submersi bles do not
even begin to em ulate this level of endurance .

It may be that we can learn valuable lessons from these swimming animals by
looking into the design of hio-englneered propulsors, such as oscillating foils, designed
based on the flukes of cetacean mammals. We may also be able to develop "smart"
materials, for example materials similar to those in the tips of a whale's flukes which
deflect under loading to reduce the strength of tip vortices and thus increase efficiency.
To determine the most efficient foil geometry's . materials, and oscillating motions
these parameters should be varied systematically in a series of experiments to determine
their effects on the propulsion efficiency, the flow characteristics around the foil and the
cavitation characteristics of the foil. This thesis covers the design and commissioning of
an oscillating foil dynamometer for this purpose.
There are many other uses for the dynamometer described in this thesis besides
testing oscillating propulscrs. Many ships use foils as roll stabilisers. These stabilisers can
be divided into two categories. either passive or act ive. One type of passive stabilisers are

attached to a boom by a table and allowed to oscillate freely as they are towed alongside
the ship, while active stabilisers are attached 10 the ship's hull and the oscillation motion
controlled. Thi s dynamometer could be used to determine the best foil geometry's to
produce a large lift force while keeping drag to a minimum for both types of stabilisers .

The dynamometer could also be used to determine the best point to attach the cable to the
passive foils and to determine the most efficient motions for the active stabilisers.
Another use for the dynamometer might be in the study of control surfaces for marine
vehicles such as rudders, submersible comrol flns. and depressors for sonar buoys.

1.2

Scope of the Present Wor k
The work covered in this thesis is divided into three mitior areas: design and

fabrication of the dynamometer. setting up and programming the dynamometer's uartion
control system. and finally the commissioning of the dynamometer. The nrsr stnge Ill' the
work involved determining the design requirements for the dyna mometer and developing
a conceptual design which best satisfied these require ments. O nce this

W;l S completed,

the

detailed design of the dynamometer's components was carried out, including spe cifying
all fabrication processes required. This stage of the work also involved the supervision of
the dynamometer 's fabrication and its assembly.
The second stage of the work consisted o f setting up and programming the
dynamometer's control system to produce a sinuso ida l oscillating mot ion. The control
program which was written in Microsoft QuickBasic interacted with a Unidcx 14 Motion
Controller to produ ce the desired motion. It should be noted that the progr am was written
in modular fonn to allow the easy addition of other mot ion sub routines.
The final stage of the work consisted of commissioning the dynamometer . First
the control structur e of the computer program was tested to determine if it was o perating
correctly and producing the desired motion commands . Once the functioning or the
program was prove n to be correct the dynamometer was connected (0 the controller and
operated for a se ries of mot ions in air without the foils installed to com pare the obtained
motions with the requested motions. The foils were not installed , so that there would be
no physical connection between the two drive shafts. If the shafts were connected by the

pod holding the foilsand the motion had malfunctioned the dynamometer may have been
damaged . The

final stage of (he commissioning involved perfonning a series of

experiments in a cavita tion tunnel to dete rmine the capabilities and limitatio ns of the
dynamo meter a n d to assess the performance of the da ta acqu isition system in use and to
put forw ard recommendat ions on how to enhance the dynamometer' s performance and
eliminate any o f its deficie ncies.

1.3

Description of Oscillating Pro pulsion
Oscillati ng foils work on the princi ple of oscillating a foil in such a way as to

cause a flow of water ove r the fo ils. The fo il section produces a lift for ce when the water
flows over it in the same manner as a scre w prope ller or an airfoil produces lift. These
propulsor s may h ave sing le or multiple foils which are oscillated vert ically, horizontally ,
or orb itally. The dynamometer described in this thesis oscillates two fo ils vertically.
Figure I . I shows a plot o ver time o f a single foil being oscillated vertically in the
same manner as the dynam omete r oscillated the foils . When th e foil was oscillated with a
given heave amp litude h and a pitc h angle amplitude a in a w ater flow , parallel to the x
axis, it produced a lift for ce.
As the fo il is osc ill ated it pitches aro und a pitc hing ax is b which is perpendicular
to the ch ord line of the foi l. The pitch angle continuously va ries from 00of pitch 10 the
maximum pitch ang le, which is equal to the pitch ang le amplitude, as it is heaved up and

down. The time be tween the points wherethe foil is at its maxim umheave c.Iisplaccm,:111

and maximum pitc hi ngangle is Ihc phase differencebetween pitch andhl:ave " .
As statedabo ve. the dynamometerwas designed to srcdy thedfL'l.U of diff cn:nl
foil geometry 's. mat enas and ncdc ns. Some o f the monee varia blesthat it is ncl:C~Qry
to vary are the hea ve amplilude, pitchingamplitude, pilching a xis b ::u ion, ph.1SC

an~ 1c

betweenpitch and heave, oscillaling frequency and oscillalinl motion. These variables are
though! to play a major rote in the deve!oplllenl of the

now

over an oscillating fuil

proputsor and its effic iency.

)'61~
~

"

f---+~----+---:-,,-:_ ,1;;;;;--

Figure 1.1

Oscillating motion of foil

In this wo rk the fo ils were oscillated in a wa ter flow. As the water flo wed ove r
the foils it either generates thrust and hence absorbe d power. or extracted po wer from
the fluid stream to drive the motion of the foils. In this study only the ferme r was o f
Ine rest . The product of the mean thrust d eveloped over time multipl ied by the free
stream ve locityof the wate r gave the power absorbe d by the foils. The water flow was
generate d by the cavitation runnel ' s impeller and the oscillating rctic n of the foils and
was measur ed usin g a set of wate r manometers installed in the cavita tion tunnel. The
mean thrust was measured with a strain gauged sectio n install ed in the aft drive shafl of
the dynam ometer .

Chapter 2
Literat ure Survey
2.1

Oscillating Propu lsors
Many creatures lhal live or Ir.lvelin a Iluid, be it air or water. prope l 1h..'1'll."CIVCll

by oscillating foils. The process of evolution ensures that the most beneficial lrait!O Ill' ;.
species are passed on 10 its offspring while limiting Ihe trans which arc 001 hcncfi\:i;1I
(Krebs and Davis 1978). Therefore. it can be assumed that the oscillating filii is a highly

efficient type of prcputsor. since such a large varietyof creatures lise them as propulsnrs.
Lighthill (1969) suggests that the optimisation of the hydrurnecharucal cITidcncy
may have been one of the most important factors guiding the evolutionary pr ecess Ill' IlL't
swimming aquatic animals and flying birds. Lighthill defined bydromechanlcat clliciclM:y

as the mean forward vetociry of the animal multiplied by Ihe mean thrust required
overcome the total drag on !he animal divided by tbe me:ln rate

al

III

which the animal dOl"';

work on the surrounding fluid.

The efficienc)' of an oscillating foil is highly depe ndent upon the rnOOe of ill;
oscillation (Chopra 1974). Aquatic animals employ a wide range of oscillaling modes In
propel themselves (Sec Tablc 2.1 (Hoar and Randall 1978» . Lighthill (1%9). divided lhe
oscillating motion of many aqualic animals into IWO main categories. The first category
being the anguillifonn mode of oscillation and the second the carangiform mode uf
oscillation. The carangifonn mode of oscillation as defined by Lighlhill (1969) includes
the subcarangiforrn. caranglform, and thunnifonn modes of oscillations.

Table 2.1

Oscillarlna modesem loved bv a uatic animals

angutlliform

cstraciifcrm

ba listiform

sulx:arangifonn

tetraodontiform

rajiform

carangitorm

labrifonn

gymnotifonn

thunniform

diodonrimodes

a miifonn

In the anguilliform mode of oscillation theentire body of theanimal is involved in
theoscillation. The oscillation begins at the foremost pan of the animal and travels, in a
waveof increasing amplitude, along the entire length of the animal's body (Chopra 1976).
This mode of oscillation is used mainly by animals having low hydromechanical
efficiency, such as eels, wh ich maintaintheir bodydepth over their entire length while the
breadth of their bodies tapers off towards the tail to form a long continuous foil all me
way to a vertical trailing edge.
The carangifonn mode of oscillation is characterised by small or even zero
amplitude motions in the forward half or two-thirds of the animals body and large
amplitude motion of me trailing portion of the body (Chopra 1976). Most of the fast
swimming aquatic animals such as the scombroid fishes, including the tunny fishes. fast
sharks, and cetacean mammals use this mode of oscillation (Lighthill 1970). All of these
animals have evolved the high-aspect-ratio lunate shaped tai l in the pursuit of high
hydrodynamic propulsion efficiency (Lighthill 1970). This mod e of oscillation develops
thrust by producing sudden accelerationof the water surroundin g the foils. This produces
a reactive thrust by changing the momentum of the surrounding water (Chopra 1976).

The main problem with mechanicallypoweringoscillating proputsors results from
the factthai almost all marine power plants supply power through rotating stuns which
do not lend themselves to efficient production of oscillatory motions. If the problem nf
powering full size oscillating propulsors is set aside in the exper imental stuu)' of these
propulsiondevices, it may be that highly efficient oscillating motions and foil

gcml1e t ry ' ~

can be developed.
The first human developed oscillating foil was the sculling oar (Barnaby 1887).
An oar can produce a propulsive thrust when it is oscillated transversely to Ihe vessel's
direction of travel. white being coupled with a pitching motion. The pitching 1I10 !i UII is
such that it produces a forward thrustover theentire oscillatingcycle.

The sculling oar was w idely used as the proputsors for class ical Chinese junks and
is still employed to propelsome large ju nks. The main limitation o f the sculling oar is not
irs efficiency, but the limited amount of power which a human can provide. The first
patent for a mechanically powe red sculling propeller was issued to Torger Thompson in
1904 (Saunders 1957). Further studyof powered sculling propellers wascar ried out at the
David Taylor Model Basin by J.E. Allen in the 1940's (Saunde rs 1957). Allhough un
numberswere given, goodefficiencies were claimed.

In the early 1800's a number of people developed oscillating propofsors which
operated by pushing water aste rn on the aft stoke and feathering to reduce drag tin the
forward stoke. One of the first propulsors of this type W3S developed in 1826 Ily Narim
(Taggart 1969). Narirn's propulsor consisted of two foils hinged logether in such away
that theyopened up on the aft stroke

10

push water astern and folded up parallel 10 the

direction of motion on the forward stro ke. A 30 foot yacht was buil t in 188 1 with a 36
inch

o.~ci l1aling

blade suspend ed over the stem , which work on the same principle as

Na rim's propulsor (Taggart 1969). Th is propulsor had an oscilla ting freque ncy of 120
cycles per minute. High speeds were predicted for this yacht based on calculations,
however, there are no records o f how well the yac ht actually performed.
Other similar devices were developedby Anderson in 1853 and de Be rque in 1854
(Taggart 1969). J.E. Allen de veloped a similar device in the lat e 1940's at the David
Tayl or Model Basin (Taggart 1969). H e utilised a more efficient type of hydrofoil than
his predecessors and proved that good propulsive efficiency could be obtaine d from such
a de vice. The main problem with th is type of propulsor was that it only developed a
pro pulsive thrust over half the oscillating cycle and it is primarily a drag rather than a
lift ing device.
If we look back to natu re, we see that the creatures that use oscill ating foils as
propu lsion devices osc illate the foils in such away as to pro duce thru st over most if not
the entire osc illating motion.

This is done by oscillating the foils in a direction

perpendicular to their direction o f travel and by pitching the foil so th at it has an angle of
attac k relative to the water flowing over it. This produces a thrust in the same manner as

an aerorolt.
One of the first human developed propulsors to work o n this prin cipal was
pate nted by Robert Fowles in 1848 (Taggart 1969). This device. which can be seen in
Figu re 2.1. co nsisted of one o r more foil s fixed to

IWO

ve rtical rods , one of which was

fixed in position and th e other free to oscillate vertically. Fowles also suggested that if the
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foils were turned and oscillatedhorizontally behind tile vcsset tben tht:y could he IIscd

3~

a stee ringmechanism as wellas a propulsion device.

J
Figure 2.1

Fowles fish tail propeller

Carl Henning was issued a patent in 1874 for a propulsor which used foils to
convert energy from waves into propulsive energy(Taggart 1969). His devicesconsisted
of inclined foils placed at both lite bow and sternof a boat. Thesefoils produce thru~t in
the same manner as Fowles's pro pu lscrs. however, the oscillating moti on was provided
by the movement of the water part icles in lite waves and the pitching and bcaving monon
of the boat.
A more successful propuisor utilising this principal was patented by Herman

li nden in 1898 (Taggart 1969). His propulsor consisted of two foils mounted
horizonta llyt one al the bow and the other at the stem of a boat. The pi tching motion of

"

the boat in a sea provided the oscillating medon of the foils. He mounted a set of 20 inch
long hy 10 .nch wide foils on a thirteen foot long boat named Autonaut . This boat
o btained speeds of three knot while running into the wind and sea . Linden boilt other
boats with similar propulson : the largest being 24 feet in length. This boat achieved a

speed of four knots .

William Johnson patented a device which simulated the anterior portion of a fish
in 1862 (Taggan 1969). This propulsor consisted of two flexible foils mounted on rigid
arms that oscillated transversely behind a vessel as shown in Figure 2.2. He claimed that
flexible foils were capable of higher efficiencies, however , no results are available to
support this claim .

~
Figure 2.2

Johnson's flexible fin propeller
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In 1929. Curry recommended the construction of a bon with a
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proputsc r. which wou ld simulate me anterior portion of a fish (Taggart 1969). This t)'p:
of boa t which can be seen in Figure 2.3, utilised human power 10 drive the fili i and has
proven successful for certain applications. such as commando hllals in Bur maduring thl:
Second World War (Taggart 1969).
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Curry's flexible fin propulsor

Currently a research group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have
developed a tail-driven robotic nma (Popular Mechanics 1995). The research team is
conducting experiments aimed at finding the most efficient swimming motions for this
robotic tuna. The overall goal of this project is the development of highly efflcicm fully
autonomous underwater vehicles.
To date none of these forms of oscillating propulsors have enjoyed any amount of
extended success. This may bedue (0 the lack of systematic Stil UY of the foil's gcmnctry

and oscillating motions, the difficultyof powering the oscillating motion and the variable
nature of the developed thrust.
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The only type of oscillatingpropulsor which has proven to be successful so far is
the rotating vertical axis propellers. These propellers tl ke advantage of the rotating

moIion provided by marine engines and since they utilise many foils, which produce
thrust over tht= entire rotation. theobtained net thrustis constant

Robert Hooke proposed !he design of a vertical watermlll, which was similar to
roday's vertical axis propellers. in 1681 (Taggart 1969). However his device was
designed to extract energy from the water and nOI as a propulsor. An early successful
vertical axis propeller was patented by Hunter in 1842 (Taggart 1969). This propulsor,
which was fitted to the 184.5 foot U.S. naval ship Union, consisted of a numberof blades
attached to a rmating drum mounted under the vessel. The blades were attached 10 the
drum by hinges so that they foldedup against the drum when they were moving forward
end dropped down against stops when moving aft. In 1874 a feathering paddle wheel.
which rotated about a vertical axis and operated in such II way that the blades produced
thrust over theentire rotation cycle, wasinstalledon the USS Alarm (Taggart 1969).
The modem version of the vertical axis propeller consists of a number of foil

sections mounted on a rotating drum mounted under the vessel with the foils extending
downward. As the drum is rotated about its vertical axis, the individual foils also rotate
about a separate vertical axis in such a way thai all the foils produce a constant net thru SI
in the same direction. By moving the position of the axis which the foils rotate about, the
direction of thethrust can be changed.
There are two main types of vertical axis propellers in use today. These are the
Kirsten-Boeing propeller developed by Frederich Kirstenand William Boeing in 1921 and
14

the Veith -Schneider propeller developed by Ernst Schneider and J. Voith in 1926 (van
Manen and van Ocssanen 1988). These propelle rs are described in van Manen and van
Oossanen (1988), Harvald (1983). and Rawson and Tupper (1984).
Allhough oscillating propellers in one form or another have been considered as
propulsion devices for marine vehicles for hundreds of years. they have nol been studied
systematically. This may be one of the major reasons for their lack of usc.

2.2

Previous Experiments and Studies
In the latter part of this century a large amount of research has been carried out on

oscillating propulsion . One of the main areas of research has focused on the study of
aquatic animals. in the hope of determining how these animals produce such high speeds
and efficiencies . An overview of some of these studies is presented here in order 10
determine the important parameters related to this type of propulsion and to determine the
direction which further work on this topic should lake.
Wu (1961 and 197 1a) carried out numerical studies on oscillating prcpulso rs by
modelling the swimming of a fish as a two-dimensional flexible waving plate of negligible
thickness. In the 1961 study Wu showed that it is advantageous to have the oscillating
motion propagate with increasing amplitude from the leading edge of the plate to the
trailing edge . Wu (197 1a) expanded on this conclusion by showing that the wave
travelling along the plate should have a phase velocity greater than the desired swimming
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velocity. However, he did not determine an exact motion shape uniquely , He also
concluded from this study that a flexible plate had a higher thrust than a rigid one.
Wu (l 97 1b) analysed data from tests conducted by lan g and Daybell in 1963 on a
porpoise swimming in a wave lank, His analysis showed the pitching axis of the
porpoise's fluke to be at the 0.793 chord point from the leading edge. Wu approximated
the performance o f the porpoise using a two-dimensional linearized invisid flow theory
and found the porpoise to have an efficiency of 99 % assuming the pitch axis to be located
at the 0 .8 chord position from the leading edge and a 90" phase angle between the pitch
and heave motion, This over estimated efficiency since viscous effects were not taken into
account (neglected friction). Wu concluded that high efficiencies can be achieved with
large heave amplitudes combined with small pitching amplitudes, provided the phase
angle between pitch and heave are correct.
Wu (I 971c) and Lighthill (1960 and 1969) conducted numerical studies which
showed that the mean values of thrust, work done, and energy lost to the wake was
wholly dependent on the geometry and motion of the after portion of an aquatic animal.
Both Wu and Lighthill assumed that the trailing edge of the tail shed a trail of vortices as
shown in Figure 2.4 , This resulted in a jet like stream which is assumed to be responsible
for the developed thrust. Wu also suggested that a reduced motion of the forward body
would help in reducing the body recoil of the animal,
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Figure 2..f

The vortex wake behind an oscillating foil

Lightbill(1970) carriedout an analysis of the oscillating motionof aquatic animals
with high aspect ratio lunate tails. He showed that the best location for the pilching axis of
the mil from a thrust and efficiency point of viewwas at a positionbetween the midchord
and trailing edge positionof the tail. This was in agreement with the findings of wu's
(t97 1b)calculationsof the pitchingaxis location for the flukesof a porpoise.
Chopra (1974) extended the two dimensional analysis of lunate-tail propulsion
conductedby Lighthill(1970)to a three dimensional analysis. His analysis showedthat a
reduction in the aspect ratio of the tail results in a reduction in the predictedthrust and
propulsiveefficiencyand that the best locationfor the pitchingaxis was between the mid
chord and the trailingedge of the tail. He suggested. however.for pitching axis positions

in this area the thrust is highlydependenton the leadingedge suction whichmay not be
obtained in actual foil motions due to separationat the leading edge at high angles of
attack. These conclusionsarc in agreementwith Lighthill (1970).
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Chopra ( 1976) extended the ueory of lunate-tail propulsion to motions of arbitrary
amplitude (large amplitude motions) . His ana lysis showed that lunate-tailed animals
should oscilla te the ir tails with a large heave or sideslip at high frequenc ies in order to
achieve good efficiencies and that the thrust increases as the angle of artack increases.
However, this was panly due to high values of leading edge section: and if the angles of
atuck were 100 high separation would occur at the leading edge causing a decrea se in
thrust. A swept leading edge may lead 10these leading edge suction forces being rea lised
in practice .
Chopra and Kambe (917) studied the propulsion of a finite aspect ratio flat wing
planfonn oscillating with a small amplitude motion. The parameters which they
considered to be important were: the aspect rat io (span l / planform area), the reduced
frequency (oscillating frequency· a typical lengtl1l speed of advance), the feathering
parameter (the ratio of the tail slope and the slope of the path of the pitching axis) which
was imroduced by Ug hthill (1969), the pitching axis location, and the shape of the
leading and trailing edges. Their analysis, which was based on potential flow theory,
suggested that a curved leading edge such as the edge of a lunate tail reduces the
component of the thrust dependent upon leading ed ge suction and that a sweep back ang le
larger than30" reduces efficiency.
Katz and Weihs (1978 and 1979) developed a two-dimensional theory for the
study of large amplitude unsteady motion of a flexible oscillating propulsor. This study
showed that fleXibility of the foil increased the propu lsive efficiency by up to 20% while
slightly decreasing the overa ll thrust compared to a rigid foil. The nexibility of the foil
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allows the hydrodynamic pressure to distort the foil. decreasing the instantaneous lift.
However . the orientation of the lift force is redirected so as to he closer to the din..xuon uf
travel. The analysis also showed that a phase difference of 90" between pitch :Illd heave is
probably optimal for this type of propotsor : the thrust grows as the ratio of heave
amplitude to chord length of the foil increases and as the pitch angle increases ;I S Inng

<IS

separation does not occur; and me best location for the pitching axis is in the an quarter
of the foil.
Katz (1981) developed a vortex method to study the separated non-steady now
over a cambered foil. He was successful in calculating the foil's lift :lI1Udrag forces for a
wide range of angles of attack . the periodic varying forces on the foil. and lilt: vortexwake roll-up. However. the chordwise separation point had to be assumed 10 he known
from experi ments or flow-visualisation.
Grue et al. ( 1988) presented the results of a mathematical study of foils

usd l1~\t ing

under the influence of waves at a free surface. In this study they found that up 10 i5 %

or

the encountered wave energy could be extracted and used for propulsion by a large aspect
ratio foil. They also estimated the propulsion perfonnance of a 40m ship by such a foil. It
was found that for the ship operating in head seas a speed of advance of 8m/s wns
predicted while a speed of advance of 4m1s was predicted for following seas.
The fin whale is the fastest of me large whales. it is capable of obtaining speeds flf
19.5 knots (Gambell 1985) and speeds of 5 knots over many days have been reported hy
(Ray er al. 1978). The performance of these Whales, which use an oscillating foil in the
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fonn of flukes for propulsion. demonstrate the potential of oscillating foils for marine
applications.
Bose and Lien (1989) developed a strip lheory to study the hydrodynamic

performanceof an immature fin whale's flukes. The: flukes of a whale have bJth spanwise
and chordwiseflexibilily, however.

10

simplify the analysis the foils were assumed10 be

rigid. They found thai the maximum peak:efficiency for the flukes 10 be 87% at a pitch
angle of 30- and an advance ratio of 4.5. Where the advance ratio was defined as
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multiplied by the forward speed of advance divided by the product of the oscillating
frequency and the heave amplitude.The calculations also showed that the maximum speed
range for the flukes of the whale studied was 20 • 25 knots, if cavitation. which could
C.1Use

damage (0

me surface of the flukes, was to be avoided.

A rigid foil, with an aspect ratio of 4. moumed on a flexible armed drive
mechanismwas studied in a set of experiments and lhe results compared 10 a linearized
mathematical model by lai et al. (1989). A maximum efficiency of 70% was obtained in
the experiments and the mathematical model indicated that this could be merta-sed by
increasing the aspect ratio of the foil to 10. Calculations were also carried out to show
that a flexible foil with a span of 5.3m, chord of 1.3m oscillating at 2.2 radians/second

could be used to replace a 2.65m diameter propeller on a 66m long ship with a breadth of
IO.5mand a depth of 5.2m.
Bose (1992) developed a two-dimensional constant potential panel method to
calculate the forces develop..! l by a flexibleoscillating foil. The result of an analysis on
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two dimensional oscillating rigid and flexible foils indicated lhal

;J

thin foil is more

efficient and develops more thrust than a similar thick foil and th'lt a Ik s:i hle foil produces
less thrust than a rigid one. However . a flexible toil has a higher efficiency.
Lai et al. (199 3) carried out experiments aimed at studying the extraction of wave
energy from ocean waves by an oscillating fo il. They mounted a flexible plateover the
stem of a O.33m sailing yacht model and tested it in a miniature wave tank for different
head sea conditions. When the plate was attached to the model it advanced into the wuvc
and drifte, ' astern when the plate was removed . Once the idea was shown to be fcasihlc.
they mounted a flexible foil on a 0.5m long flex ible ann which was attached to the stern
of a 1/5 scale model of a racing yacht and tested it in head seas for two different depths uf
SUbmergence and a range of wave frequencies. The tests showed thai [he pitch and heave
response of the model was reduced at frequencies near the resonance frequency and
slightly increased for low frequencies. It was also shown that this motion reduction effect
and the thrust developed by the foil decreased as the depth o f submergence increased. The
highest thrust coefficient measured during the tests was 0.5 corresponding

[0 II

53%

reduction in the model's resistance.
Lui and Bose t l993) developed a quasi-vortex lattice method to predict the
propulsive performance of three naturally occurr ing oscillating foils; namely the nuke of
a fin whale (Balaenoptera physallls). white-sided dolphin (Lagenorhynchl/s GCUIII.f ). and a
white whale (Delphinaptera leI/Cas). The maximum propulsion efficiencies were found to

be 96%. 96%. and 90% for the fin whale. white sided dolphin . and while whale
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respectively . However these values do not take imo account the frictional drag on the
flukes.
Bose (993) developed a two-dimensional constant potential panel methodwhich
he used to study oscillating propulsors with chordwise flexiblliry . The following
parameters were studied to determinetheir effect on the propulsion efficiency and the
thrust coefficient: reduced frequency; pitch amplitude and feathering parameter; heave
amplitude/chord ratio; pitching axis location; phase angle betweenpitch and heave; and
deflection shape. It was found that the efficiency varied most strongly with the heave
amplitude ratio and pitch amplitude. The best efficiencies were 82% for a heave
amplituderatio of 0.78; 83% for a pitch amplitude of 27,50; 78% for the pitch axis
located at the three-quarter chord point; and 81% for a flexibilityratio of 0.09.
Yamaguchi and Bose (1994) numerically analysed the performanceof both a rigid
and flexible oscillating foil propulsor for a 200,000 ton tanker. Bolli foils gave an
increase in the propulsion efficiency over the optimum screw propeller for the ship. The
rigid foil had an increase in efficiency of 17 % whilethe flexible foil gave an increase of
25% for a totalefficiency of 72%. It was suggestedthat the increases in efficiency from
the foils was primarilydue 10 the increase in the working area of the oscillating foils over
the screw propeller. This increasein area decreased the pressure load per unit area on the
propulsor required to produce a given level of thrust.
Most of these studies are based on numerical theories. This indicates that someof
the future work in this area should be aimedat obtainingexperimental data to confirmand
help modify these theories. Experiments should be conducted to study the flow
22

characteristics over oscillating foils. In particular these experiments should he aimed at
providing a better understanding of the now separation and ce development of cavit.uion
and vortices around an oscillating foil. The effects of varying the geometry and flexibility
of the foils and the following motion parameters: heave and pitch amplitude. phase
difference between pitch and heave. pitch axis location. usciuatlng frequency, iUll,tlc Ill'
attack, and type of oscillating motion should also be studied to determine the most
efficient combinations.

2.3

Oscillating Foil Testing Apparatu ses
Other testing apparatuses. which have been used in the study o f oscillatiug foils,

are presented in this section to help develop ideas about the design of the dynamometer
covered in this thesis. Lai et al. (1989) conducted experiments on an osc illating foil at the
University of Glasgow. T he diagrammatic drawing of the expe rimental set-up can be seen
in Figure 2.5. The foil to be tested was anached to a flexible ann which was in turn
connected to two vertical arms. one of w hich was fixcd while the other was oscillated
vertically by an electric motor through a wire and pulley system, The motor drove
through a reduction gear to a Scotch yoke mechanism to produce a pure sinusokl;tl
motion. The wire was then oscillated up and down sinusoidally rotating ann A angularly
in a sinusoidal manner which drove the oscillating ann up and down in a sinusoidal
manner. This rotated the arm which is connected to the flexible ann in a sinusoidal
angular oscillation. The fixed arm supported the lower pinned joi nt, but was also pinned
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at its top end independently of the arm A. The filled arm had a vertical and a horizontal
leg rigidly attached to each other, so that the load cell picked up the fore and aft loads on
the pinned join! at the lower end of the vertical leg of the filled arm.
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Let's et al. oscillating foil apparatus

This set-up allowed the study of the efficiencies of different foils. However, due
to the use of the flexible arm the exact motion of the foil could not be determined. Lai had
problems with inertia modes but he was able to calibrate the apparatus so that these could
be subtracted from the fore and aft drag/thrust loads .

Lai et al. ( 1993) conduct ed a series of experiments on a flexible foil propel1er as a
wave propulsion device. In these experiments a foil was attached to the stem of a one24

fifth scale model of a three-quarter ton racing yacht hy a O.5m Inrig l1cxihle bar. Thc
model was tested in a wave tank in head seas over a range of different frequencies and
forward speeds. The foils oscilhue d passively as the model te nvcd and pitched. The
resistance of the mode! was measured by towing the model with a pendulum-type force
dynamomete r.
This experimental set-up allowed the usefulness of an oscillating foil as u wave
propulsion device to be proven . However . it did not allow for the determination of the
foil's motion or its efficiency.
Hoppe (1989 ) performed experiment s on a dynamo-elastic oscill ating propeller.
His test apparatus consisted of a rigid rectangular foil connected to u vertically Ilscillating
ann with an elastic spring arrangem ent . This ann was sinusoidally oscillated verticully by
an electric motor while the spr ings allowed the foil to pitch under the influence 111' the
hydrodynamic forces . The developed thrust was measured by a double beamstrain-gauge
instrument. This set-up allowed the measurement of the input powe r and the thrust
developed by the foil and thus the efficiency of the foil. However. it did not allow the
study of the foil's motion.
Triantafyllou et al. (1993) tested an oscillating foil with both a heaving lind pitch
motion in the MIT testing tank. A diagrammatic drawing of their apparatu s can he seen in
Figure 2.6. This apparatus consisted of a foil suppo rted at its ends by vertical struts which
were oscillated by a personal com puter (PC) contro lled motor. A second similar motor
was used to provide the pitching motion of the foil through a chain pulley system. The
forces acting on the foil were measu red using a piezoelectric force transducer inserted at
25

the lower end of Ihe verticalstrut while the torque was measured by a dynamometer at the
oitching drive motor . The monon was monitored by a linear variable differential

transducer (LVOT) and a potentiometer.
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Figure 2.6

Triantafyllou's testing apparatus

This apparatus allowed both the propulsive performanceof the foil and its motion
[0 be studied. However, it did not allow the study of the flow over the tips of the foil,

which is thought to playa prime role in the performance of an oscillating foil.
Yamamoto et al. (1993) developed an oscillating foil test apparatus which
oscillated a toil with a sway and yaw motion (see Figure 2.7). This system allowed me
input power and the developed thrust to be detennined and thus the efficiency of me
26

tested foi\$could be found.The motions were developed by computer comroued

SCI'\'O

motors. However, no measuring instrumentation devices were installed to monitor the
accuracyof the obtained motions.

Figure 2.7

Yamamoto's testing apparatus
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C hapter 3
Design of Dynamometer
3. 1

Design Requirements
A dynamometer is an instrument which is used to measureforces and or power.

This dynamometer's main function, however. will be to produce the different oscillating
motions and secondarily to measure the forces on the foils. These motions will have
variable pitch and heave amplitudes, pitch axis locations, phase anglesbetween pitch and
heave, and oscillating frequencies.
The design of anyapparamsis governed by the proposeduses and function of the
apparatus, the facilities that the apparatus will be used in conjunction with and the use of
any existing equipment which has to be incorporated into the desig n ( Ullman 1992) .
The dynamometer was to be used to study the effects of variations in foil
geometry's, foil flexibility, and oscillating motions on propulsion efficiency and flow
characteristics around oscillating foils. The cavitationand stallcharacteristics of different
foils and foil motions was also to be studied using the dynamometer.
The following were me designrequirements:
1) A meansof measuring the input power to the foils and the thrust developed by

the foils had to be provided so that the propulsion efficiency of the foils could be
calculated. The propulsionefficiency of the foils was defined as the mean thrust
developedby the foils multiplied by the free stream velocity divided by the mean
power absorbed bythe foils.
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2) The data acquisitionsystem had to be shielded from ;111 etectro magnetic fields
in the testing area. soas to minimise electronic noise and offsets.
3) A quick andeasy wayof changingthe test foils had 10 be incnrporuted into the
design.
4) Since the foils were to be tested in a water flow, ,III the dynamometer's
components, which wereto be operatedin the flow had 10be corrosionresistant.
5) The components of the dynamometer, which operated in the flow, had to be
designed in such awayas to minimise the drag forces on them and to minimise
theireffects on the flowcharacteristics around the foils.
6) To producethe desiredoscillating motions a meansof moving the pitch nxlsof
the foils along their chord lines and oscillating the foils with a phase difference
betweenpitch and heavehad to be incorporated into the design.
7) To allow foraccuratemeasurements and to minimise thedynamomete r's effects
on the flow characteristics around the foils all vibration had to be kept to a
minimum.
8) The desired operanng frequency range for the dynamometer was 0.00 10 1.00
Hz (0.00 to 6.28 radians/second).
9) The supportingassembly should havea natural frequencythat will minimise the
transfer of vibrational forces to it from the oscillating components (foils and drive
shaft system). Since the operating frequency range for the dynamometer will be

0.00 to l. 00 Hz, the supporting assembly should not have a natural frequency
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between 0 .71

(0

5 Hz (4. d.4 to 3 1.42 radians/second) in order to avoid operating

in the resona nce zo ne of the supporting assem bly.
10) The osc illating components should have a natural frequency sufficiently above
that of the desired oscillating frequency of the dynamo meter to ensure that they
are not operated near their resonance fre quency. If possible the oscillating
components should have a natural frequency g reater th an 5.00 Hz.
As mentioned above, tile facilities which the dynamometer was to be used in
conjunction with imposed some limitations on the design of the dynamometer. The
dynamometer was designed primarily for use at the National Research Council o f
Canada's Institute For Marine Dynamic's cavitatio n tunnel and for secondary use in
Memorial University's towing/wave tank. The Cavita tion tunne l was to be used to study
the flow characteri stics around the foils while the towing tank was to be used to study the
propulsive perform anceo f the foils (especially efficiency).

It was decided to use the ca vitation tunnel to study the flow characteristics around
the toils . since it is more convenient to view these characteristi cs in the tunnel. rather than
in the towing tank. Also. when studying the cavitation characteristics of the foils it is
necessary 10 lower the wa ter pressure to help initiate cavitation; this can be done in the
cavitation tunnel bu t not in the towing tank.

It is neces sary to use the towing tank for the propu lsion efficiency test since.
these rests require the foils to be tested at a low speed of advan ce and from experience.
gained by operating both the cavitation tunnel and the towing lank, it is known that it is
much easier to co ntrol the speed of advance in the towin g tank thanit is in the cavitation
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runnel. Also, since the motors were not water proof all possible designs required the
motors to be outside the tunnel and the drive shaftlshatis to penetrate the tunnel's Willis.
This shaft/shafts would have to be sealed. Since, all sealing systems have somelevel of
friction it was believed that it would be difficult to measure the inpu t power to the foils at
the cavitation tunnel. However. the seals are not necessary when conducting propulsion
lest in the towing tank .
The cavitation tunnel greatly influenced the design of the dynamometer.
Therefore, a brief desc ription of the runnel andhow it intluenced the de:sig n will be given
here . The tunnel has a 1.2m long test section, with a square cross section of 5000101
which allows the testing of model propellers with a maximum diameter of 25001111 or of
foils with a maximum span of 25Omm. The tunnel influenced the design in the following
way:
I) The dynamometer was designed so that it could be mounted on the circular
brass port in the top window of the cavitation funnel. This required the fabrication
of a duplicate pa n to be used with the dynamome ter. thus having no permanent
effect on the cavitation tunnel.
2) The runnel had to remain water and air tight. when the dynamometer was
installed.
3) The frictiona l force fr om the drive shaft seals had

(0

be relatively constant and

low in comparison with [he input force to the foils. This was necessary (0 ensure
that the performance of the drive motors were not limited and if the frictional
forces were low enough (relative to the input forces and the expected lift forces lin
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the foils) and constant. then some of the propulsion efficie ncy test could be
conducte d at tile cavitation tunnel. Note the e fficiency testsconductedto evaluate
the effects of thespeed of advance of thetest foilsshould sill be carriedout a! the
towing tank.
4)

Tile width of the foils could not exceed 250mfll and the maximum heave

amplitude of the foils had to be less than 125mm to avoid operating the foils inthe
boundary layer of the cavitationtunnel's walls.
The use o f existing equipment also imposed design requirements on the designof
the dynamometer . The dynamometer had to incorporate a set of direct current

(D-C)

Servo motors and a Unidex 14 multi-axis motion controller. This imposed the following
requirements:
I) the design had to incorporate and conform to the operational characteristicsof
the D-C Servo MOla rs;

2) theweight of the dynamometer's moving parts had

[0

be kept to a minimum so

as notto und uly limit the acceleratio n of thedri ve motors;
3) the rotational movement of the motor shafts had to be convened into
translational mortons:
4) the motion control program for the motors was limited to the useof the built in
subroutines supplied withthe Unidex 14motion controller; and
5) thenumber of motion commands that could be sent from the motion control
program was limited to the number of commands that the Unidex motio n
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controller could store in its storage buffers and the speed :11 which the conrrotter
could execute these commands.

3.2

Conceptual Desi gn
Once the design requirements are defined. the tlI:xt step in the !bign

pNl.'I.'$.'I;

is

the developmem of a conceptual design to fulfil those requirement s. This involved
generating as many solutionsas possible and choosing the solution which best S<llistil:J the
design requirements for the lowest cost (Shigley and Mischke 1989. Siegel et ill. 1965.
Spotts 1978 and Earle 1983).
The design solution which was selected is precened in Figures 3.1. 3.2 and 3.3.
Note. that the parts numbered in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are listed in Table 3.1. Figures 3.4 .
3.5. 3.6. and 3.7 present photographs of the completed dynamometer.
The remaining ponion of this secuon will be devoted 10 explaining hnw the
dynamometer functions. The detailed design of !he major co mponents of the
dynam:Jmeter will be covered in section 3.3.
As mentioned above, the d ynamometer had to fulfil two major fuoctioos . Theftrsl
to provide the oscillating motions to the foils and the second to measure the fllrcc...~

experienced by thefoils.
The oscillating motion was accomplished by connecting the foils to two drive
shafts which could be oscillated vertically by two D-C servo motors. The lest foils were

J3

mountedone o n either sideof a centra! mouoringpod (See Figure 3.2 ) which was in tum
connected to the tWOdr ive shafts bypin connections. The forward dr ive shaft had a link
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Ta ble 3. 1

Pans list corresponding to Figures 3.1 and 3.2

P-oIn'

Po"

p""

Pon

J

foils

2

mourning pod

I.

"",,,,,

IS

DCJefYO d rivemolars

J

lower forward drive shaft

20

drivebclts

4

pivot joim

2J

drive belt Id rive shaft connectOR

5

lower aft shaft strain gauged sc:clion

22

upper pulley shafts

6

dnve shaft ccnnecnon inserts

23

upper pulley shaft housings

7

intermediate drive shafts

24

roury bearings

•

load cells

25

fairing

•

load cell to drive shaft inserts

2•

LVDT

10

upper drive shaf15

27

Lvnr braekes

II

windowpon

2.

LVDT10 driveshaft COMeCtions

12

windowport o-ring

2.

lirnilswitch

IJ

bushings

30

limils witeh bracket

'4

driveshafl seals

31

limitswitch nags

15

bushing/drive shaftse als housing

32

mounting bracket

'6

linearbca rings

33

cavitalion tunnel

17

linear bearing brackets

34

port window clamp

incorporated in it to allow the drive shaftsto oscillate out of phase with each other in
order to allowthedevelopment ofa pitchingmotion (See Figure 3 .1 and 3.3).
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Figure 3.3

Kinematics of the dynamometer

By adjusting the phasedifferencebetweenthe two drive shafts a pure heave, pure
pitching,or a combination pitching and heaving motioncould be obtained. The location
of the pitching axis along the chord lineof the tesr roils andthe phaseangle between pitch
and heave could also be variedby adjusting (he phase difference between the oscillating
motion of the two drive shafts.
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Figure 3.4

Photograph of the dynamometer. Looking at the left hand side of the

dynamometer from a positionaft of the dynamometer.
The drive shafts were aligned vertically by two linear bearings and two Teflon
bushings for each shaft and were oscillated by two D-C Servo motors (See Figures 3.1

and 3.18). The power was transmitted from the motors to the drive shafts through two
timing belt pulley systems . The belt pulley system for the aft drive shaft can be seen in
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Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The lower pulleys were mounted directly on the motor's drive shafts
while the upper pulleys were mounted on freely rotating shafts, which could be adjusted
vertically to tension the drive belts.

Figur e 3.5

Photograph of the top section of the dynamometer. Looking horizontally at
the left face of the dynamometer with the forward drive shaft to the left
hand side of the page.
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Figur e 3.6

Photograph of the dynamometer inside the tunnel. Looking horizontally
from the right hand side of the dynamometer with the aft drive shaft
closesr (Q the left hand side of the page.

When the

lWO

drive shafts were operated

OUl

of phase with each other the link in

the forward drive shaft rotated from the vertical position causing the pod and foils to pitch
(See Figure 3.3) . This link was required, since the upper portion of the drive shafts
remained parallel to each other and at a constant distance from each other.
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Figure 3.7

Photograph of the lower section inside tunnel with a pitch angle. Looking
horizontally at the right hand side of the dynamometer with the aft drive
shaft towards the left hand side of the page.

The motors were controlled by a Unidex 14 motion controller which received
motion commands from a Unidex encoder installed in a 80286 personal computer (pc).
This computer used a QuickBasic Program to allow the operator of the dynamometer to
interact with the motion controller to produce the desired motion.

Each motor was

connected to two limit switches. as shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 above. to ensure that the
motors could not produce a heave amplitude greater than IIOmm. A displacement greater
than l l Omm, would have resulted in damage to the dynamometer.
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The dynamometer was equipped with two LVDTs to monitor the motion
developed by the dynamometer during testing. The output from these LVDTs was fed to a
Keithley data acquisition system which converted the signal from an analogue signal to a
digital signal. The digital signals were then fed to a second computer for initial analysis
and storage.
The second function of the dynamometer. the measurement of the forces exerte d
on the foils, was accomplished by installing a strain gauged section in the lower end of
the aft drive shaft and by a load cell in both drive shafts as can be seen in Figures 3.1' and
3.2. The forward drive shaft had a pivot joint inserted in it, therefore, the majority of the
forces expe rienced by the foils, in the direction of the free steam water flow were resisted
by the aft drive shaft. Thus , the resultant drag and thrust forces on the foils could be
measured by the strain gauged section in the aft dr ive shaft, while the input forces to the
foils and the vertical components of lift could be measured by the load cells. It should be
noted that a small portion of the forces in the free stream direction will be resisted by the
forward drive sha ft. However this portio n of the forces should be small since the
maximum angle of the forward drive shaft from the vertical will be 2.36 degrees for a
pitch angle of 30 degrees .
The exact portion of the forces in the free stream direction which will be carri ed
by the forwar d drive shaft can not be determine d by a static analysis, since these forces
will be influenced by the dynamic forces resulting from the motion of the differen t
compone nts making up the oscillating assembly of the dynamometer. Since, these motions
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are oscillatory in nature it will only be possible to estimate the order of magnitude Ill'
these forces and to calibrate the dynamometer by runninga series of tests in air.
Figure 3.8 shows the loads acting on the link in the forward drive shnft (labelled
link A ) and the pod (labelled link B) . During a test these links are accelerating vertically .
horizontally, and rotationally. The following assumptions can be malic about the

associated forces.
I) The vertical accelerations and associated inertia forces are picked up oy the

load cells but do not influence the strain gauged section in the aft drive shaft.
2)

The horizontal accelerations do influence the thrust/drag measurements from

the strain gauged section.
3) The rotational accelerations also influence the thrust/drag measurements from
the strain gauged section.
4) link A will transmit forces to Ihe upper portion of the forward drive shaft at its

upper end and 10 the pod (link B in Figure 3.8) at its lower end. However. it can
be assumed that the forces in the free stream direction. which are transmitted to

link B from link A due to rotational accelerations of link A about hs upper end
will be small, since the maximum angular amplitudes are approximately three
degrees. The horizontal component of the axial force in link A is defined by
Equation 3.1. It should be noted. that lhe axial load in link A includes the inlinc

inertia forces of link A itself.
(3.1)

Fflh"" FolA "Sin9

Where:
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Fr""'" the horizontal component of theaxial forces in linkA carried by the
forward drive shaft
FolA =- the axial force carried by linkA

e =- the angle between the forwarddrive shaft and a vertical line at a giventime
during the motion

- on
CRiVt

sen

CENlRtot

""""

Figure 3.8

Loadsactingon the aft drive shaftresulting form the motionof the
forwarddrive shaft. link in forward drive shaft andthe pod.
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From Figure 3.8 we can see that the motion of link A and link B willtransmitthe
following loads to the aft dr ive shaft.
\) A vertical load which will be picked up by the load cells hut should not affect
the strai n gauge output, since the gauges are arranged in a wheatstone bridge
configuration which is designed to pick up a difference in the strain in the four
separate legs of the bridge. This configuration will nor pick up ll;{iatlllall~ since
axial loads will produce equal amounts of strain in all four legs of the bridge .
2) An oscillating moment which should he small due to the pin connection
between link B and the aft drive shaft.
3) A hori zontal force due to the axial load in link B and the horizontal component
of the force resulting from the rotational acceler ation of link B.
The maximum force FUllon the aft shaft due to the rotation or Link n was
estimated to be O.03N (See Appendix ' 0' Page 203) . This Force is relatively low, since
the oscillating frequencies for all the dynamometer 's motions are low. The maximum
hor izontal component of the axial force in link A was est imated to be 2.4N(See Appendix
' 0 ' page 203). II should be noted thaI these forces are oscillatory in nature and that they
are relatively low compared with the maximum expected thrust loads of 67N (3.6%)
developed by the foils.
The signals from the strain gauged section and the load cells were amplilied and
sent to the same Keithley data acquisition system as the signals from the LVDTs. Sending
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the signals in this manner allowed the motionof the foils at a given time to be directly
synchronised with the signals from the strain gauged section and lhe load cells.

3.3

Detailed Design
The detailed design of the major components of the dynamometer will be covered

in this sectionand a complete ser of design drawings are included in Append A These
H

H .

componentsare listed below in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2

Dynamometercomponents

I

Mounting bracket

6

2

Foils and mountingpod

7

Fairing

J

Drives hafls

8

Limitswitches

4

Seals

9

Dataacquisition system

5

Shaft alignmentsystem

3.3.1

Drive system

Mounting Bracket
The mounting bracket which was the main structural component of the

dynamometer can be seen in Figure 3.9 . Both steel and aluminiumwere considered for
the mounting bracket. Steel was chosen because of its lower cost and higher material
strength. The lower end of the mounting bracket was a duplicate of the pan in the top
window of the cavitation tunnel and was fabricated out of brass. To this was bolted two
800mm long steel channel sections. which were held together at the back by an 800mm
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long steel plate and two smaller sectionsof plate locatedat me front top and bottom of the
mounting bracket. A connectionplate was welded to me bottom of each channel section.
These plates were then bolted and doweled to the duplicate window port. The dowels
were used to ensurethe alignment ot the bushiags, mounted in the duplicatewindow port.
andthe linear bearingsmounted on liu: plateat theback of the mountingbracket.
It can be seen from Figures 3. 1, 3.2, 3.4, and 3..5 that the mounting bracketforms
the core of the dynamometer and to this were connected the following components: the
motors, the linear bearing housing, limitswitches, upper pulley assembly. windowpun,
andthe LVDTs.
To avoid the transmission of vibrational forces from the oscillating componerasto
the mounting bracket the transmission ratio, which is defined as the tractio n of [he
maximum force that is transmittedthrough to the foundation (See Equation 3.2) must he
keptto a minimum(Steidel 1989).From Figure 3.10 it can be seen that a frequency ratio
between 0.2 and v2 is undesirable. It is preferableto have a natural frequency for the
mounting bracket substantially above that of the desired oscillating frequency of the
dynamometer. However, this in not possible. since the mounting bracket must have high
stiffness. Therefore, the mounting bracketshould have a natural frequencysubstantially
below the desired oscillating frequency. The natural oscillating frequency for [he
mounting bracket is 7217Hz (45343radiansfsecond) about the centre line of the tunnel amI
1895168Hz (11907691radians/second) perpendicular to the centre line of the tunnel, this
givestransmission ratiosof one, therefore, the transferenceof vibrationalforcesfromthe
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Figure3.10 Transmission ralio
oscillating componentsto the mountingbracket should not be a problem (Sec Appendix
' 0 ' for thecalculation of natural frequencies and transmission ratios page 200 to 202) .
(3.2)

where:

ro ::: the oscillatingfrequency of the forcingfunction
(On

= the natural oscillatingfrequency of the supporting assembly
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3.3.2

Foils and Mounting Pod
Three sets of foils were designed and fabricated for use with this dynamometer.

The foils were fabricated out of brass since it has good machlnabiliry, good corrosion
properties and was relatively inexpensive to machine compared with the other lighter
materials which could have been used such as clear polycerbonate plastic and titanium.
The first set of foils had a rectangular planform with an aspect ratio of six and a
NACA 0019 section (this section was similar to the section through the flukes of a fin
whale). The second set of foils had the same aspect ratio and section, but with a sweep
back of thirty degrees (this sweep back was similar to that of a fin whale's flukes) and a
taper ratio of 0.18. The third set of foils were tapered with the same aspect ratio and
section, hut with a planform based on the geometry of the flukes of an immature male fin
whale (Boseand Lien 1989).
The three sets of foils can be seen in Figures 3. 11, 3.12. and 3.13 below. All foils
were made in two identical sections having a span of tOOmm and standardised roots, so
that they would fit one in either side of a central mounting pod. A span of lOOmmwas
selected 10 ensure that the flow over the foils would not be affected by the boundary layer
of the cavitation nmnel's walls.
The mounting pod was designed to allow

3

series of different foils to be easily

mounted and oscillated while keeping the flow disturbances around the foils to a
minimum. A photograph of the mounting pod with a set of foils inserted can be seen in
Figure 3.13. The entire assembly had a total width of 222mm.
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Figure 3. 11

Figure 3.12

Foil one. Looking down on the foils with the leading edges towards the
top of the pages. Pan number 1.

Foil two. Looking down on the foils with the leading edges towards the

lop of the pages. Part Number I.
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Figure 3. 13

Foil three installed in mounting pod. Looking down on the foils with the
leading edges towards the top of the pages. Part number I.

The design drawing of the mounting pod is presented in Figure 3.14. The
mounting pod had an overall length of 146nun, a breadth of 22mm, and a depth of 14rrun.
The forward end of the mounting pod had a sectional shape defined by an ellipse rotated
about the mounting pod's central axis. This shape was chosen to reduce the chance of
flow separating from the forward shoulders of the pod and thus to decrease the drag on
the mounting pod and flow disturbances around the foils. A longer smoother forward
52

section would have been ideal but such a section would have increased the mass of the
pod which had to be kept to a minimum. The ellipse was centred on the centre line {If the
pod 10 reduce any lift forces which may be developed by the pod. The after end of the
mounting pod had a sectional shape defined by

:I

circular arc. which provided a long

tapered after section that decreased the chance of now scp..'I.rating from the af! end of the
pod. This decreased the wake behind the pod and thus the drag forces on it.
The pod was fabricated from stainless steel to give high strength and good
corros ion resistance. Three grooves were cut in il one on either side to allow for the
mounting of the foils and one in the top to allow the connection of the drive slmfls. It was
decided to cut one long groove for the connection of the drive shufts instead of two
shorter grooves in order to decrease mass and make fabrication easier. Two dillgnnal Ilatx
were also cut along the bottom surface of the pod to decrease its mass.
It should be noted that stainless steel was chosen as the fabrication material for the
mounting pod, even though the mass of all moving parts had to be kept 10 a minimum.
because a high strength material was required to ensure that the mounting pod did not
collapse while the grooves were being fabricated or while in usc. Also the screws Ior
holding the foils in place were threaded into the pod and if a softer mater ia! hall been used
these screw threads may have stripped when the screws were tightened. The screws must

be tightened enough to cause the sides of the grooves to clamp the roots of the foils. A
high strength material was also required for the bearing surfaces of the pins ccnnccung
the mounting pod to the drive shafts .
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Designdrawing of the mounting pod. Pannumber 2.
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layout of me drive shafts

3.3.3

Drive Shafts

llor. n "'''''. Gu <l

Tne power to drive the foils was transmitted from the motors through two drive
shafts. Each of the drive shaftsconsisted of a number of different sections which can be
seen in Figures 3.1.3.2, and 3.15. Both the forward and aft drive shafts are identical
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except that the forward drive shaft has a pivot joint insened in it 131.5nun above the
mounting pod (between the pod and the runnel window). The pivot jo int is connected to
the pod by a faired link. The aft drive shaft has a strain gauged section 103.5mm above
the mounting pod (between thepod and the runnel window). The link in the forward drive
shaft allows the drive shafts to move out of phase with each other. without them binding
up at the point where they penetrate the cavitation tunnel's walls. while the strain gauged
section allows the measurement of the bending forces, developed by the foils, on the aft
drive shaft. Four strain gauges were mounted in a wheatstone bridge configuration on the
Imm thick section of the aft drive shaft in such away as to measure only bending strain
due to forces along the longirudinal axis of the mounting pod.
The upper sections of both drive shafts were made out of stainless steel ground
hardened shafts 3/4in. in diameter (Sec Appendix ' 0 ' page 187 to 192 for sizing of the
shafts). Ground hardened shafts were used to ensure that the linear bearings used to align
the drive shafts would not wear grooves in the shafts and 10 provide a smooth
dimensionally accurate surface to ensure that a good seat could be made at the point
where the shafts penetrated the walls of the cavitation runnel. To obtain a good seal a
shaft with a dimensionally accurate surface is required (Martini 1984). It would have been
preferred, to use hollow shafting or stainless steel robing to minimise mass but it was
difficult to obtain and much more expensive thanthe solid shafting used.
The upper sections of both drive shafts had a load cell inserted at their base to
allow the measurement of the forces in the drive shafts generated by the drive motors and
the dynamic (the dynamometer will be calibrated to eliminate the dynamic loads) and
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hydrodynamic forces from the foils (see Figures 3.2 and 3.15). The load cells were
screwed into Teflon insens which were in rom screwed into the steel shafts. The threads
in the Teflon were oversized (25 % of the load cells threads were held by the teflon) so
that the load cells would pull out of the Teflon insen if the shafts experienced a load
greater than l 2lbs. This was done to ensure that the load cells never reached their
maximum overload of l Slbs. The thread size for the inserts was determined by running a
number of tensile tests at Memorial University 's Materials laboratory .

Figure 3.16

Photograph of the lower faired section of the drive shafts. The forward
drive shaft (pan No.3 and 4) is shown to the left hand side of the
page while the aft drive shaft (pan No.5) is shown to the right hand side
of tile page.
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To the lower ends of each load cell was attached an intermediate section of shaft
identical to the upper shaft section. Attached to the lower ends of these intermediate
sections were the pivot joint, faired link, and strain gauged sections mentioned above.
Attached to the lower ends of the pivot joint and strain gauged section were faired
sections of stainless steel (See Figure 3.16) which extended down into the mounting pod
and were connected to the mounting pod by pin connections. The lower ends of the shafts
were faired to reduce the drag on them and to reduce the flow disturbances around the
foils.
The natura l vibrational frequency for the drive shafts. mounting pod. and foil
system was estimated by modelling the system as a mass supported by two cantilever
beams. T he drive shafts were assumed to be rigidly clamped at the point were they
penetrated the cavitation runnel for these calculations and the mass of the beams (drive
shafts) was included in the calculations. The calculation of the natural frequency was done
for two positions corresponding to the upper and lower limits of the dynamometer's
morton which correspond to the maximum and minimum natural frequencies for the
dynamometer. The calculated natural frequencies. in the fore and aft direction, were:
9.58Hz (60.2radians/sccond) for the upper limit and 2.37Hz (14.9radians/second) for the
lower limit (The calculations are included in Appendix '0' page 192 to 194). This
resulted in frequency ratios in the range of 0 for the lower frequency motions to 0.42 for
the highest frequency motions (See Figure 3. 10). Therefore. there may be a small
problem of attenuation of the signals from the measurement system when the
dynamometer is operating at its maximum oscillating frequency and heave amplitude.
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To avoid this the natural frequencies of the drive shaft system should give

;1

frequency ratio outside the range of 0.2 and "2. It would have been preferable to have the
frequency ratio above 3 (Sec Figure 3. 10). This was not possible , since it would have
required the shafts system to have a low stiffness and a high ma ss (SL'C Equation 3.3
(Steidel 1989» . Therefore, the system should have a maximum frequency nnio of 0.2.
This problem may be solved if the solid shafts arc replaced by hollow sh;\rts in the future.
The hollow shaft would have approximately the same stiffness but a much lower mass
than the solid shafts. Since the narorat frequencies is a function of the stiffness of the
shafts divided by the mass of the shafts , the hollow shafts should have a higher natural
frequency thanthe solid shafts.
(3.3)

ro."" "';(kl m)

Where:
li)n

= the natural frequency of the system

k "" the srlffnessor thesysrem

m = the massof the system

3.3.4

Seals
The edge of the window port, the two penetrations for the drive shafts and the

penetration for the strain gauge cable had to be made born water and air tight to prevent
water from leaking out of the tunnel during atmospheric tcsting and prevent air from
entering the tunnel during testing at pressures below atmospheric pressure(The pressure
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in the cavitat ion tunne l will range from one to minus o ne atmosphere). The seals for the
dr ive shafts also ha d 10 be designed to have low and constant frictional resistance 's

to

allow smoot h runnin g of the drive sh afts and if possib le u e m easurement of the input
forces to the foils,
One of the bes t methods of sealing a po rt is by use of a O,ring while the best
method of sealing an oscillating shaft is by using U-cup rings opposi ng each other
(Martini 1984 ). The refore, the windo w port was sealed b y a 7mm diameter rubber a -ring
and thestra in gauge cable wa s sealed by a screw down se al provided in the window o f the
tunnel. Each drive shaft pene tration was sealed by two urethane U-eup rings. positi oned
in grooves cut into the window pen (See Figure 3.17). Two sing le acting seals oppos ing
each other w ere used, for each drive shaft. to se al a vacuum in one direct ion and water
pre ssure in the oth e r, Note. that the size and spaci n g of the seals were based on
recommended seals given in the Dowty Silcofab catalogu e for a w orking pressure of plus
or minus one atmosphere ah1 a reciprocating shaft,

3.3.5

Shart AlignmentSystem
The alignment of the drive shafts was ac complished by running each drive shaft

through two linear beari ngs and two Tefl on bushi ngs. At the point where the drive shafts
entered the ca vitation tunnel there were two 25mrn long Teflon bushings placed 2 1mm
apart . These were pl aced here to align the shafts where they pen etrated the cavitation
tunnel 's wind ow po rt, These bushings provided the reac tions required 10 balance the
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horizontal thrus t on the foils and tile drag on the lower dr ive shafts . This allowed the
shafts to run smoothly through the window, thus reduci n g the frict ional forces and
preventing the wearing of the bras s window port and the U -l;UP rings used to seal the
drive shaft penetrations in the window pon. The bushings were a lso required at this
locatio n to eliminate any bending loads from being transmitted to the load cells which
would have been damaged by such hl.1US.

ins e r t bu s h ing

Inser t

b u shing

gl~nd housk'Ig to be
suver- soldered to
th e Window po r t

Notll'S'
1, AU dl!'1ll'nSIOnS o.rll' In !'I!'I
2. Insert t~o t eflon bushing s
J. Inser t t wo 3/4' x l '1ll/S" uret ho.ne u-ecce
4, The bottol'l 20,.,1'1 of the glo.nds a re
to be f'lo.c hl Md In t he window per1:.

Figure 3.17

Shaftsea ls. Pan number 11 and IS.
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Each drive shaft runs thro ugh two linear bearings above the top of the cavitation
tunne l's window port (See Figu re 3.1, 3.2 , and 3. 18). The se bearings were placed at

34Smm and 677mm abov e ihe port (measured 10 the centre of thebear ings) to minimise
the de flection of the dri ve shafts and to allow a heave amplitude of at least IIOmm.

3,3.6

Drive System
The dr ive system for the dynamometer consisted of two programmable D-C servo

motors each of which drove a pulley drive belt system connected to the dynamometer's
drive shafts. A timing pulley was mounted on the shaft of each motor (See Figures 3.2
and 3 .3). These pulleys were co nnected by fibreglass reinfo rced timing belts to identical
pulleys mounted on free ly rotating shafts. The upper pulley shafts were each mounted in a
vertica lly adjustable hou sing which allowed the tensioning of the drive bells. The belts
were connecte d to the drive sh afts with a clamp connec tion which can be seen in
Appendix 'A' (drawing number A-15 page 152). Timing be lts were used since they do
not allow any slippage in the motion (Shigley and Mischke 198 9).
In order to prov ide a range of motions two Aerorec h programmable D-C Servo
motors

model 1050 with 1011 ratio gear boxes with low backlash were selected to

oscillate the dri ve shafts . The mot ors operational parameters a re listed in Table 3.3.
These motors wer e controlled by a Unidex 14 mot ion controller and could be
programmed to produce an lnflnjte series of motions. The moti on contro ller was capable
of sim ultaneous ly moving both rnotors indeper5 ; IJly of eac h other. By oscillating the
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shafts

OUt

of phase with each other. a heaving and pitching motion could be !k\ocloped

wilh the pitching u is located an ywhere along the chord line of the foils. The Vers:lfility

of this syslem allowed !he position of the pitchinga.' is of the foils 10 be programme
d into
lhc:computer.

Flgure 3.18 Drive shaftaligrunent
6J

Table 3.3
Motor o......rational parameters
sta ll tO;:;;Ue . continuous
eak tor;'u e
maximums ";;;d
maximumMwer out ut, contin uous
maximum acceleration
wei ht

3.3.7

O.35N -m
2.52N- m

6000 m
146w ans
44OOOradia nJsecond~

1.59 kJ>

Fairing
To reduce the flow disturb ances around the foils and to redu ce drag on the drive

sha fts the upper portions of the drive sha fts operating inside the tunn el were encased in a
fairing. This fairing, which can be seen in Figure 3. 19 was made of two stainless steel
sheets rolled into circular arc s and welded together at both ends . The fairing was
connected [0 the bottom of the tunnel' s window port and the drive sh afts os cillated freely
through it.

3.3.8

Limit Switches
Each motor was equippe d with a connection for limit sw itches which could be

used as a home position for the moto rs and to limit the motor ' s motions . Four limit
switc hes were installed to ensu re that the dynamometer was not dam aged by motor over
runs . A nag was attached to e ach of the clamps connecting the driv e shafts to the dr ive
belts. Two limit switches were placed II Omm below these flags an d two switches were
placed IIOmm above these flags to allow a total maximum heave mo tion of 220mm (See
Figure 3. 1 and 3.2). All four lim it switches were wired together so that if an y switch was
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uipped both motors would step. This was necessary. since both dri ve sh.'tfts were
ccerectec together by the mounting pod and if one lllOIor stopped while the Ilthcr

continued

[0

move it would damage the dynamometer.

Pro file V ie w
No 1n '

I. All dIrlt n"ons 4rt

~

End

" ..

l , To .... , 4...,-tc;ot.<I ..... t of 1" ... s ' ..... n '

Figure 3.19 Fairing. Pannumber 25.
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shel , h •• '

Vi ew

3.3.9

Data Acq uisition System
The instrumentatio n system was made up of: a full Whetston e bridge strain

gauged section inserted in theaft shaftof the dynamometer. two miniature load cells with
a range of IOlbs tension/compression capacity (one insertedin eachshaft) and a LVDT
connected 10 each shaft. An amplifier with a built in DC power supply excited and
amplified the output signa ls from the strain gauges and load cells. A separate power
supply was used for the LVDTs because the signals from them did not have to be
amplified, The signals from the instruments were processed by a Keithley 570 data
acquisition system andfed to a 80286 computer used to store the data an d perform initial

data processing.

T he dynamomeler's data acqu isition system was designed to fu lfil the following
two functions: I ) To record the e xact motion of the lest fo ils so that the effects of
different motions could be sruued; and 2) To measure the resultant axial forces in the
drive s hafts produced by the drive motors and the vertical component of the lift/drag
forces from the test foils and the horizontal component of the lifl/drag Forces in the
direction parallel 10 the water flow (See Figure 3.20) . This informatio n will allow the
propulsion efficienciesof the test fo ils for different propulsion parameters and motionsto
be calculatedusing Equation 3.4.
TJ~ =

(V,: *T)/P'

(3. 4 )

Where:
11~

'" propulsion efficiency
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T" = meanthrust developedby the testsfoil uuring a completemotion cycle

VA" = meanspeedof advanceof the test foil during a complete motion cycle
p" = meanpowersupplied 10 the test foils duringa completemotion cycle"

= themean of the force supplied to drive thetest foils " the speed oradvance
of the test foils

Figure 3.20

Forces to be measuredby the data acquisition system

The maximum movementof the drive shafts was 220mm (an heave amplitude of

11Omm). while the maximumexpected axial loads in the drive shafts were 46N and the
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maximum thrust loads on !he aft drive shaft were 67N. See Appendix 'D ' pages 176 to

187 for me calculation of the forces.
The LVOTs were used to determine me exact displacement of the foils over time .
while the load cells measuredthe end loads on the drive shafts. Theseloads could be used
in combina tion wilh

~

foil's velocities, obta ined from the LVDTs displacement data. to

determine the power absorbed

by the

foils. The purpose of the strain gauged section W3S

to measure the drag and thrust forces exerted on the 3ft drive shaft. These forces were

used to determine the thrusl developed by the foils.

r
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Figure 3.21
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Layout of strain gauges

The strain gauged section can be seen in Figures 3. 16 and 3.21. The centre
portion of the section was milled out to form rwo l mm thick bending beams at the outer
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sides of the section (See Appendix ' 0' page 194 to 196). These were designed to develop
a maximum strain of 1700 micro-strain (See Appendix ' 0 ' page 197 to 100 for
calculations). Four strain gauges were mounted at the upper end of the aft hending beam
in a Wheatstone bridge configuration and sealed in a water proof clothing {See Figure
3.2l). The natural oscillating frequencies of the reduced strain g:lUged section were much
higher than the operational frequencies of the dynamometer. The refore, the strain gauged
signals should not be influenced by vibrational noise due to the oscillating motion of fhc
lower assembly. Note. that both the natural frequencies about an axis parallel and an axis
perpendicular to the water flow were checked (See Appendix '0' , page 1% for the
calculations).
Figure 3.22 shows the forces which will act on the dynamometer while Figure
3.23 shows the forces that will act on the foils. From these ligures it can be seen that the
load cells will experience the following forces:
I) forces exerted by the drive motors,

2) frictional forces from the bearings, bushing, and seals,
3) frictional forces due to friction in the pivotjoint and pins,
'0 dynamic forces due to the vertical acceleration of the shans. pod, and lest tilils,
5) vertical components of the centripetal forces due to the rotational movement of
the lower forward driveshaft. pod, and test foils,
6) lift forces from the foils, and
7) lift forces from the pod.
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Flgure 3.22

Forcesexperiencedby the dynamometer

The strain gauged sectionwillexperiencethe following forces:
I) lhrostldrag forcesfromthe tests foils,

2) thrust forces from the pod.

3) drag forceson the lower drive shafts. rod. and test foils.
4) axial forces transferred from the forward drive shaft dU(o to the rotation of the
faired link, and
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5) horizontal components of the centripetal forces due to

t he

rotational movement

of the lower forward driveshaft, pod, and test roils.

Iner tlQ r erc e
d ....e t o I"Io.S5

o~

O'5Clllo t lngosse f'lbly

lI!i'r t lc ol c o",p onent
of 11f t ono or og
c:ent er o f pr essure
- - dlr e ct lon o f t r o ll el

Figure 3.23

Forces actingon the test foils

It can be seen from Figures 3.22 and 3.23 that the loadcells willexperienceforces

which will interfere with the measurement of the forces which the dynamometer was
intendedto measure. If the frictional forces from the bearings, bushing, and seals are too
great to allow the desired measurements the seals and bushing can be replaced by an
additionalset of linear bearingsand the propulsionefficiency tes-sconducted in the wave
tank. The frictional forces in the pivot joint and pins should be relatively low once the
dynamometer is broken in. The maximumdynamicforces due to vertical accelerations of
the oscillating components will be approximately 46% of the total axial loads carried by
the drive shafts (See Appendix'0' page 186 to 187 for the calculations). The vertical
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components of the centripetal forces due 10 the rotation of the lower assembly will be
small due 10 the small angles and low oscillating frequencies. All these forces can be
calibrated for by runni ng the desired test conditions in air before and after the actual test
in water . The lift/drag forces from the pod should be relatively sma ll compared to those
from the lest foils and can be calibrated for by running the desired test parame ters in
water without the lest foils installed. If after a series of test conditions the lift/d rag on the
pod is determined to be constant or negligible it can be ignored.
The drag forces on the lower drive shafts should also be sma ll compared to those
produced by the test foils and can be easily calibrated for in the same manner as the
lift/drag forces on the pod. The component of the thrust forces which will be carried by
the forward drive shaft and the horizontal component of the dynamic forces from the
centripetal motion of the pod. test foils, and lower forward dr ive shaft were shown to be
relatively low compa red to the expected loads in Section 3.2 (approximately 3.6%) and
can be calibrated for by running a series of lest in air (See Appendix 'D' Page 203). II
should also be noted thai the maximum lnenia loads will occur at different phases than the
maximum hydrodynamic loads. If a series of tests conduc ted in both air and water can be
conducted to show that the phase and or frequency of these loads are far enough apart,
then the inertia loads can be filtere d out of the desired measurement signals.
The data acqu isition system was completely shielded from electronic and magnetic
noise. To achieve this. all cables used in the system were twisted pairs with double
shielding, Each individual wire was shielded and then the entire cable was wra pped in an
addi';,onal metallic foil shield. These shields we re grounded to the Keithley data
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acquisition system. Since the strain gauges. LVDTs. and load cells were also ~hklt.kd .
the signals from the measuring insuumerns were shielded from all sources of electronic
and magnetic noise all the way from the measurement devices to the Kdlhlcy l1ua

acquisitionsystem. The Keithley data acquisilionsystem convened the eiecnoetc siglklls
into digital signalswhich are 1\01.affected by electronic and magnetic noise .
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Chapter 4
Motion Contro l
4. 1

The Control System
A schematic diagram of the dynamometer's control system is presented in Figure

4. 1. The control system is made up of a 80286 PC Computer with a Unidex !4 Control
Board installed in it, a Unidex 14 Drive chassis, and two D-C programmable servo
motors.
Figure 4. 1 shows how the operator of the dynamometer can interact with the
control system to develop the desired motion. The operator interacts with a QuickBasic
program running on the PC to define the desired motion. Once the desired motion has
been defined the QuickBasic program then calculated a series of displacements, velocities,
and accelerations 10 approximate the desired motion. It then creates a series of ASCII
strings, which call the built in Unldex subroutines needed to produce the desired motion.
These ASCII strings are sent to the Unidex 14 control board which uses the built in
subroutines10 develop a set of parameters defining the electrical pulse train which haveto
be sent 10 each motor to produce thedesired motion. These parameters are then sent from
the control board inside the PC to the Unidex 14 drive chassis which generales the pulse
trains for each motor independently and then sends them to the motors, which producethe
desired motion.
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4.2

Motion Development
This section will cover the developmentof the computer program written 10

control the motions of the dynamometer. The program was written in modular form so
that all the motion specific computer code. was contained in nne subroutine. This allows
new subroutines, 10 produce different motions. to be wrt rren and added to the mnn
control program in the future. For this project a subroutine 10 produce a small amplitude
sinusoidal wave motion Wilh a constant 90" phase angle between pitch and heave was
written.

I

II I

I

MotionVa riables

I

80286 PC Computer

Motion Cnntrol Program ASSCII
monon commands
smng

Unidex 14 control board calculates

II~

I

I electrical pulse train parameters fur each motor

I

Unidex 1.4 drive chassisgenerates the electrical
pulse tram

I

pulse train

r

I

pulse train

LVDT

LVDT

Idata acquisition computer 1
n

ure4 :

I

1..JLVDTl --ILvDTLJ :ft

forward drive
motor produces L
desired motion

,II

desired electrical pulse train parameters for
each motor

-Matton centro s stem
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drive motor
produces desired

I~otion

I

A 90 degree fixed phase angle was chosen to help simplify the initial
programming of the motion controller and was justified by the high efficiency found in
wu 's (l99 lb) study on porpoises. In his study, he assumed a 90 degree phase angle

betweenpitch and heave. Again it should be noted that in this project the main objective
was to test the dynamometer and not me foils. Funher work on this project will involve
developing new motions with a greater degree of flexibility. This will involve both fixed
and variable phase anglesand will be accomplishedby writing the equations of motion in
their general form with the phase angle supplied as an operator definable constant or
cyclic function. This added complexity will not affect the operation of the dynamometer
since the calculationsare performedoff line.

Development of The Equationsof Motion

4.2.1

For a sinusoidal small amplitude motion with a constant 90" phase angle between
pitch and heave. the displacement of any point x on the foil is definedby equation 4.1
(after Lighthill 1970). See Figure 4.2.
Z ", Re{lr.ia(x.b)je'<4

(4.1)

Where:
e,·1 = cos(rut)+i sin(WI)

Z '" vertical displacement of a pointe on the centre or nose tail lineof
(m)

Re '" the real part
IJ = amplitude of heave motion (m)
a = amplitude of pitch (radians)
to = radian frequency of oscillation (radians/second)
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the foil

b =

Figure 4.2

position along the chord line of the foil from the centre chord
location (m)
the pitching axis location relative to the mid chord of the foils (m)

Components of a sinusoidal small amplitude motion

This equation is only valid for small pitching amplitude mortons, due 10 a
simplifying approximation in the equation. It is assumed. in the equation, that the tangent
of the angle between an horizontal line through the foil's pitching axts and lu centre
chord line is equal to the angle in radians. Thus. the errors in this equation increase as the
pitching amplirude of the motion increases. For a five degree pitch the erro r will be
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0.25 % ami for a 23 degree pitch angle (the maximum obtainable by the dynamometer) it
wouldbe 6% .
As mentioned above, Equation 4.1 describes the displacement of any point x on
the centre line or nose tail line of the foil. If we define the point of intersectionof the
foil's centre line and the forward shaftas 'a' and the aftshaft as 'c' (See Figure 4.3) then
the equations of displacement for the drive shaftsand the pitching axis are:

Z" "" Jrcos(Wl) +a(a -b)sin((A)/)
Z" = hcos(M) +a (c . bjs in(M)
b '" hco s(wt)

(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)

Using equations 4.2 and 4.3 10 define Ute motionsof the drive shafts introduces a
seconderror. The equations do nOItake imo account the pivot point in the forward drive
shaft (the forward drive shaft is assumedto remain vertically straight). This resultsin an
error since the forward drive shaft does not remain vertically straight. This error also
increases as the pitching amplitude of the motionincreases. For a requested pitch angle
amplitudeof 30"a pitchangle amplirudeof 30.18" is obtained (0.62% error).
This error ean be corrected by using equation4.5 to calculate a new pitch angle
amplitude

u,

(slightly lower than the desired angle (14) to be insened into the motion

program to obtain the desired pitch angle amplitude (SeeAppendix '0' page 176 for me
developmentof Equation 4.5). When the motionprogramis updated the movement of the
link can be incorporated into the motion. It was left outduring this stage of the project to
simplify the initial programmingof the motion.

7.

Cl<>:;

where:

arcsin(AB*SINaJ - BD + BD'COSO/ABj

(-l .S)

AS = the distance between the drive shafts
SO = the length of the link in the forward driveshaft

e = arcsin(AB - AH'COS aJ ABl

Differentiating equations 4.2. 4.3, and 4.4 with respect to time gjvcs lhe vc\lll.:it)'
equations.
V. = -whsin(olt)
V< = ·rohsin(rot)
Vh = -whsin(rot)

+ aw(a-b)cos(wt)
+ ;l.ft)(c-b)cos((llt)

(·UJ )
(.1.7 )

(4 . 8)

Differentiating the equations of velocity with respect to time gives the following
equations for acceleration:
A. = -w~hcos(wt) - Hw~(a-b)s i n(olt)
A< = -ro~hoos(wt) _aw1(c-b)sin(wt)

Ab "" -w2h (roO

( 4 .1))

(4.1 0)
(4 .11)

The equations for displacement (Equation 4.2. Equation 4.3. and Equation 4.4) can be
rewritten as:

z. '" (h1+(a(a _bj//lcos(w _,p)

(4.12)

Z< .. (h1+(a(c - b)l/l cos(CtJf- ,pJ
Zh = hcos(lIJI)

(4.14)

(4 .13)

Where:

tan'/ l a(~: b) ]

,p.

=

,p<

= tun'/l a (C
h- b) 1

(4 . 15)

(4. 16)

Since the equations of motion could not be fed directly into the control system a
means of approximating the desired motion had to be developed utilising the subrourlnus
which were built into the Unidex motion controller. This was accomplished by dividing
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the desired motion(see Figure4.4) into a number of equal time intervals and calculanng
the displacememfor each timeinterval using Equations 4.12 and 4.13 (See Figure 4.5).

,
,

l

Figu=re=-4."3;-' Loc=
""io=n::;
of'dri
::·,=e::;
,""
::;f=ts an::;dC:
te"'
lW=g::"''''i' : - - -- - - pi"note: the X and Y axes are centred at the mid chord of the foil with the
positive X axis pointing toward the u-ailing edge and the positive Y axis
paimingupward.

For each time intervalthe velocity and accelerations required to reach the desired
displacement in the time intervalwas calculatedba.secl on the displacement, vetociry. and
acceleration profiles presented in Figure 4.6. The equations for the peak. velocity and
acceleration are given in Equalions 4.17 and 4.18.
These profiles allowedtime for the motors to ramp up 10 their peak:velocities and
then ramp back ccwn to a Stop at the end of each segment. This allowed the required
accelerations to be reduced, thus reducing the vibrations. It would have been preferable
not to stop the motors at the end of each segment or lime interval. but this has not been

'0

possible to date given the limitations of the available subroutines built into the monon
controller.

. .,,,",oq••'"'
~

Figure 4.4
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Desired motion
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Figure 4 .5
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Approximation of desired motion
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Displacement, velocity.and acceleration profiles
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!i
2T

H.I7J

(4. 18)

Where:

vp ""

the peak velocity (m1s)

Ap

the peak acceleration (mh.!)

""

S "" displacement during time interval (m)
T "" inrerval time ts)
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The motion controller was designed in such a way that lhe desired motion had to
he built up using a combination of the base commands supplied with the morton control

system. These commands were encoded in the hardware of the system and were nor
accessible by the operator. Therefore, it was net possible to modify these co mmand
subroutines to allow a continuous motion,

4.2.2

T he Cont rol Program
The control program was written in QuickBasic. Due to the excessive size of the

program, the actual code is not included in this thesis. However, some flow charts needed
to help explain the operation of the program are presented in this chapter while the

remaining flow charts are presented in Appendix 'C ' . Some of the subroutines used in this
program were taken directly from the software provided with the controller. The flow
charts for these subroutines are not included.
The flow chan for the main program is presented in Figure 4 .7a and b. It can be
see n from this figure that the first set of operations , which the main program perfonn ed,
initialised the system to a known state. This involved setting all Unidex encoder and user
units to one, resetting all the Unldex error flags and interrupts to indicate that there were
no errors, selling the Unidex's sendmode to one which allowed the Unidex contro ller to
send information back to the control program, disabling the Unidex echo so that the
commands being executed by the controller would not be printed on the computer screen,

S3

clearing me storage buffers, and reselling lhe dcfaull \'d ocitics anI.!

Once lhe S)'SIen\

;u,.·
..:d er.lIinns

roe Ihe

was reset the program then created four dialogue boxes on the

computer screen (See Figure

~ , 8)

to display an history Ilf

I~

opc euoe's rI."lUl.'Sts. what

was being asked of the operator, the respon ses . and the available

Ilptinll~ .

n il: prngram

men gave the operator \he option to position the foils at the centre line of the cavunion
runnel. If the option 10 centre lhe foils was chosen then the main program switched
control 10 a subroutine called CENTRE. which allowed the operator to move the fnils up
or down using a series of either displacement or levelling moves and Ihen rcturncl1control
to the main program after the foils were in position. The ulsptace mcru move consisteduf
both drive shafts moving the same distance, A levelling move allowed the operator

ttl

move either the forward or aft shaft alone. in order 10 level the foils.
Nelli the main program ene red a control loop. This allowed the uperatur In run a
lest and then rerum back to the beginning of the control loop after the test was l,."OfTIrlc lCd
10

start another test with the same or a new SCI of monon variables. The first operation

which the control program performed in the control loop was to ask the operator if the

motion variables had 10 be changed. If so the coneot program switched control III 01
subroutine called INFO. then asked for values for the motion heave and pitch amplitude,
and the oscillating frequency. before switching control back to the main program. This
subroutine also contains a check to ensure that the heave amplitude is less than IOOmm
(the maximum allowed10 ensure that there is no damage to the dynamometer).
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Figure 4.7a

Main Program
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Figur e 4,7b

Main Program continued

The second operation in the control loop involves the selection of the desired type
of motion. Currently there is only one motion available, a sma ll amplitude sine wave. hut
the program was designed so that other motions could he added at a later dille: e.g., large
amplitude sine , cycloidal, etc. The MIf" statement in the flow chart in Figure 4.7:1shows
how two additional motion subroutines , namely a large amplitude sine wave and a
cycloidal wave motion. could be incorporated.
After the type of motion was selected, the main contro l program switched control
to the selected motion su broutine. In this case the subroutine called SMALLSIN was used
(See Figure 4 .9). This subroutine calculated a series of dis placements, velocities. and
accelerations to approximate a small pitch amplitude sinusoidal motion based on
Equations 4.12 , 4.13 , 4 . 17, and 4 . 18. Before these calculations could be performed, the
subroutine calculated the phase angle required between the disp lacements of the two drive

8.

shafts. to produce the requested motion. This was done since the phase difference was
produced by addin g the phase. in seconds, to the time value fed into Equation 4.12. Thus ,
the phase had to hea multiple of the time required per segment. Once this was done the
subroutine calculated the minimum number of segments that the motion had to be divided
into if an accurate value of phase difference was to be achieved. It then asked the operator

10 select a number of segments to divide the moti on into. This had to be a multipleof two

Requested motion:
Motion Variables
for ward shan position
aft shaft position
pitching axis position
heave amplitude

-20mm

20mm
Omm

Linear velocity profile
oscillating frequency 1.5radls
pitching amplitude
O.349rad
number of segments 20

5Qmm

QuestionJFeedback:
Please press

G when you are ready to begin the test
S when ou want to sto the motion

Answer:

I

Please type your answer

Options:

I
Figure 4.8

G

to start thetest

to stop the test

Computer screen showing dialogue boxes

.7

multiplied by the minimum number of segments . To ensure that thc maximum
displacement in the cycle

W:lS

achieved. See the approximated monon plots for J

segments in Figure 4 . lOa and for 6 segments in Figure 4. 10h.
Once the number of segments had been selected. the disptaccmenrs . velocities. md
accelerations for each segment were calculated. This information was then storcd in a data
file for use with other subroutines and control was switched back to thc main pmgr,lIl1:
see Table 4 . 1 which presents a typical motion command data File. The first line in the file
gives the number of commands in the tile. the second line g ives the type of velocity
profile to be used by the contro ller. and the remaining lines nre vclochy. llcL'Cleratinll. ,md
displacement commands. MA. VC. and AC are the abso lute ulsptnccmcm. peak velocity,
and peak acceleration commands respectively. Note. the first number following thc
command defines the command for the forward drive shaft and the second numhcr defines
the aft drive shaft. The units for displacement, velocity. and acceleration were given in
motor steps, motor steps/second , and motor steps/second/second respectively. the re were
20. 000 steps in one revolution of the motor shafts.
The next subroutine called by the main program was call C1-IECK. The purpose of
this subroutine was to check the data tilt:containing the motion commands 10ensure that
none of the moves required a displacement greater than IlOmm . a pitch angle of the foils
greater than 50 degrees. or extreme velocities and accelerations. This was checked III
ensure that the requested motion did nOI require moves that could damage the
dynamometer. If there was a problem with any of the move commends the subroutine
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printed a message to the screen indicating how the mJuoted motion exceeded the allowed
motion.~ .

The subroutine uen returnedcontrol 10the main program. Themain program

$1:o., ..t$...e,..o utln,
c on..." r"t t tl. us e ,.. InPu t; dlS"to.ncli!'S
In"tO l\Ot Of'"s t;" ps
co lculo t ll' "tn" ti ne- ,.."qu l.. "d (or
o/l.c l'l cy cl e

Inpu t 'KG_ "a ny slIgNlnts _\lid
you I"" to dMd t t /l.ch c yc l"
li tO? ', ns tl!'p;(

ep...n two

do.to. f lu

0tI"

to stor

tl'l. ftOtlO. COI'l"OnclS olld 0.... "to
s"tOf'"W thw h1s to...y of
S t~ t

tn.r t • • t

ro r te xt Loop

O OSli!' do:to. f lln:
[ndSub,..outlM

Figure 4.9

Subroutine SMALLSIN
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then checked to see if the subroutine CHECK had found any pmh\cm with the TClluested
motion. If there was a problem the main program looped back to the subroutine INFO su
that a new set of motion variables could be fed into the progr am. If the subroutine
CHECK did not find a problem with the requested motion the main program switched
control to a subroutine called 5TARTPO.
The subroutine STARTPO located the foils at the correct starting position. It diu
this by opening the data file created by the motion subroutine and gelling the first
displacement command in the data file. It then sent this command to the Unidex controller
for execution. Once the foils had been sent to their starting position, the data Iile

WOlS

closed and control was switched back to the main program. The main program then
switched control to a sut -ounne called MOTORSTOP. This subroutine was used In check

if the motors were stopped. It did this by executing a control loop which sent a
Table 4.1

Typical motion data file

Line number

Comma nd

Line number

1
2
3

26

I'
15
16

5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13

"MA- I0915. 109 15;GO"
"VL l 7269 ,17269;"
"AC3298 1,32981 ;"
"MA-6394 .6394 ;GO"

•

"linear"
"VL7 154,7 154;"

•AC13664.13664:·

"VLl 7269. 17269'·
"AC3298 1.3298 1;"

"MA·1873. 1873:GO·
HVL7 154.7 154;"
"A(' 13664, 13664;"

17
18

19
20
21
22
23
2.
25
26
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Comman d
"MAO,O;GO "
"VL7 154,7 154 ;"
"AC I3664. J3664;"
"MA- 1873,1873;GO"
"VLi 7269, 17269;"
"AC32981.3298 1;"
"MA·6394.6394;GO"
"VLi 7269. 17269; "

•AC32981.32981:.
"MA· 109 15, 109 15;GO "
"VL7 154,7 154;"
"AC I3 664. 13664;"
"MA. 12788,12788;GO "

command 10 the controller to return the position of the motors . The subroutine

k~pt

checking the position of the motors until the positions for both motors remained
constant . It then returned control to the main program.
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Figure 4.10b Approximation of motion with 6 segments
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The main program men switched control to a subroutine called STARTEST
which was used to stop the program execution until the operator was ready 10 start the
test. When the operalOr was t't3dy he/she presses the letter G on the keyhoard ;nllJ uw
subrouti ne switched contro l back 10 ue main program. which immcdi:nd y :Iw i l ~ l1cd

control to !he subroutine SENDOAT (See Figure 4 .11).
This subroutine read lhe motion commands in the dam liIe into an array alllJ rbcn
sent these commands to the controller . The subroutine checked to sec if there was r oom
for a command in the Unidex's storage buffers before sending each cornmanu. Once all
the commands were sent, the subroutine checked to sec if the operator had requested
the morton to stop. If the request to stop the motion had not been mace thcn thc
subroutine looped back to the first motion command and sent the command s ngain. It
continued to do Ihis until the request 10 Slop rbe motion had been m ule. Thcn it
switched execution contro l back to the main program which switched contro l 10 a
subroutine CENTRELINE .

The subroutine CENTRELINE returned tbe foils 10 lhe initial position thai they
were in prior 10 the execution of Ihe subroutine STARTJl() and then switched execution
contro l back to the main program . The operator was then given the option 10 run
another test . If tbe operator wished to run another test the main program looped hack to
the beginning or the control loop. Otherwise the program switched execution control to
a subroutine called ENDPO which sent the commands 10 reduce the motor's vetoctry
and acceleration and then moved the drive shafts down to their lower limit switches.
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Then contro l was switched back to the main program and the program executions were
completed.

,t....
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Figure 4.11

~

.... nd L

Subroutine SENDDAT
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Table 4 .2 presents a list of all the subroutines and functions that were used in
the motion contro l program. This table also gives a "'rief description of the PUTfltISC uf

each subroutine and function along with its origi n. These functions and su"'routinl.":'i
have one of tWO origins, they were either taken from t ~

Un itlc~

so ftware supplied with

the motion co ntrol system or they were written by the author for this projl,.'Ct . II can toe
seen from Table 4 .2 that most of the subroutines and functions allmg with the 11I;lill
program were written speti fica lly for this project. Only the subrouuncs and fUlIClinns
used to send Or rece ive characters from the Unidex motion controller were taken Irmu
the supplied so ftware.
Table 4,2

Program subroutines and functions

Subroutine or
Function name

Purpose

MOTION

This was the main program used to control the
motion of the dynamometer.

author

CENTRE

This subroutine allowed the dy namometer's
operator to interact with the Unidex controller
to position and level the foils at the centre line
of thecavitation runnel or some other position.

author

CENTRELINE

This subroutine rerumed the foils to the centre
line of the cavitation runnel after each test run.

autholT

CHECK

This subroutine was used to check the
commands generated by the motion subroutines
to ensure that none of the commands would
produce a mot ion that would exceed the
limitations of the dynamometer.

author

Origin

CHECKSTATUS This subroutine was used to check if the Unidex
controller was flagging an error,
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Umdex
software

Thl
a e4 2
CLJ~N I

ClEA N2
CLEAN3
CLEAN4

Continued
on IQU
These four subroutines were used to clear
information from the different dialogue boxes.

author

ENDPO

This subroutine was used to reduce tbe velocity
and acceiereucn of ne motors and move the foils
down to their lower limits at the end of a testing
session

EXCEED

This subroutine was used to prtnr en error
message indicating how the requested motion
exceeded the limits of the dynamometer if the
motion exceeded the limits.

author

FILENDING

This subroutine created the file names for the files
used to store the motion commandsand the
motion history.

author

IIlSTORY

This subroutine was used to create a data file that
contained a history of the test run. It wrote the
requested parameters and motion command to a
data file stored on the computers hard drive.

INFO

I
INITSYS

MiSTAKE

This subroutine asked the operator of the
dynamometer to feed in the following information
defining the desired motion: heave and pitch
amplitude. position of the two drive shafts and the
pitching axis, the oscillating frequency, and
number of segments 10 divide the motion cycle

author

author

author

into.

. This subroutine was used to reset the Unidex
monon controller 10 a known stale at the
beginning of program.
This subroutine printed an error message to the
feedback dialogue box if an invalid response was
given by the operator.
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Unidex
software and
modified by
author
author

Tab le 4 2
C0 ntimued
MOTORSTOP
This subroutine was used to check if the motors
were slopped . If they were nOI stopped the
subroutine continued to monitor them until they
came to a stop.

author

QUEUE

This subroutine was used to check if there was
room in the storage buffers, of the IWO motors,
tor another command before a command was sent.
If there was no room the subroutine would keep
monitoringthe buffers until there was room.

author

SCR

This subroutine was used to create lhe dialogue
boxes used to display informationon the computer
screen.

:mtlmr

SENDDAT

This subroutine was use to send the commands in
the motion data file to the Unidex controller for
execution.

author

SMALLSIN

This subroutine was used to approximate a small
amplitudesinusoidal motion.

author

STARTEST

This subroutine was used to stop the progr am,
immediately before the beginning of the lest run.
Until theoperator was ready to begin.

authur

STARTPO

This subroutine was used to position the foilsat
the correct position for the beginning of a test run.

author

WRlTECHR

This subroutine was used to send one character at
a time to the Unidex motion controller.

Umccx
software

WRITESTRING

This subroutine was used to cakea command
string and send il one character at a time 10the
subroutine WRITECHR.

Unidex
software

LIMITS

This function was used to ensure that a command
string was limited to the correct number of
characters.

Unidcx
software

READCHR$

This function was used to retrieve information
sent back by the Unidex controller one character
at a lime.

Unidcx
softwa re
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Tbl
a e 42
Ct'
on mue
READD ATA $ This function was used to check if the Unidex
controller was sending informati on back. If so it
got one character at a time .
REA DLF$

This function read data sent back from the Unidcx
contro ller until it found a CR LF then it read
charac ters until it reached the end of the string .

Unidex
software

Unidex
software

REMOT ES

This function switched con trol from the PC to the
remot e clock or visa versa depending on the
informa tion in the subr out ine INITSYS

Uni dex
software

RESPO NSE$

This function took the first charac ter in the
respon se of the operator and capitalized it 10
reduce the amoun t of code needed in the decision
statements.

autho r

VALJD$

This function was used to detenn ine if the
informalion being sent back from the Unldex
contr oller was a valid character or a space , return .
or line fed. If it was not a valid char acter it was
discard ed.
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Unidex
software

Chapter S
Commissioning or Dyn amometer
S.I

Testsln Air without the Mounlin g Pod and Foils Installed
When the design. fabrication and installation of the dyn.1nlOflletcr ilOO the

motion control program was completed and checked. thl: commissioning

l )(

the

dynamometer was performed. The first pan of this process consisted Ill' running the
dynamometer in air for a wide range of motion paramete rs to test the Iunc ucning tlf the
motion control system.
During these lest runs the motion of the dynamometer was monitored hy a pair
of LVOTs, one connected to each drive shaft. The tirst sci uf tests was aime d lit
detennining if the dynamometer could produce a pure heaving monon and a co mb ined
pitching and heaving motion. The strain gauges were mounted on the section in the
United Kingdom and did not arrive until the final stages of the commissioning tlf the
dynamometer. Therefore. the strain gauged section was nol tested in air. It was also
decided not to mount the load cells during this phase of the testing to reduce wear on
them.
It was found that the dynamomete r was capable of pr<Xlucing a

PUTC

heaving

motion with a maximum heave amplitude of I IOmm and a pitching and heaving molinn
with a maximum pitch angle amplitude of 23". where the total displacement of either
drive shaft did not exceed 11Onun. It was not possible to obtain a pure pitching motion
since heave equals zero for a pure pitching motion (See Equations 4.15 and 4. 16) and
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this resulted in a div ision by zero err or in the calculation of the phase angle between the
two drive shafts. However , it was possible to approx imate a pure pitching motion by
setting the value of heave amplitude very close 10 zero .
LVOT au!pUI

I
ee-
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'·°1

,

.10
0

Figure 5.1
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\.J ,
as

LVDT outpu t for a pure heave motion. Note: motion defined by the
following parameters : pitching axis located 20mm forward of the aft
shaft (x=O) , heave amplirude SOmm, pit ch ang le amplitude 0 degrees,
and oscillating frequency 1radians/second .

Figu re 5.1 shows the LVOT output for a pure heaving motion while Figure 5.2
shows the LVDT ou tput for a combination o f a pitching and heaving motion with a
phase difference o f 0 .3491 radians (0.2 33 seconds) betwe en the motion of the two drive
shafts. Figure 5.3 shows the LVDT output for a morton which approximated a pure
pitching motion with an heave amplirude of Imm and a pitch angle amplirude of 20".
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The Imm heave is at the pitc hing axis which is positioned IOmm forward of the
forward drive shaft. lt may be possible to obtain a pure pi tching motion by mcdityiug
the motion subroutine SMALlSIN so that if a heave amp litude of zero is requested a
set of modified equations . which neglects heave. can be us ed to ca lculate the required
displacements.

".\

"

i '.

\.
\' 1

1,

\j

I,

'''';'--~,-----;;;---;;-----;;;----;;;--;;--,
Figure 5.2

LVDT output for a combined heaving and pitchin g motion. Note:
Motion defmed by the following parameters : pitching axis located IOmm
aft of the aft shaft (x=3 0), heave amplitude 5 0mm. p itch angle amplitude
200,and oscillating frequency L5 radians/second.

The requested frequencie s for the motions shown in Figures 5.1, 5 .2, and 5 .3
a. 159Hz (l. Oradians/second),

a .239Hz (LSrad ia nslseco nd) and O.239 Hz

(l. 5radians/second) respectively while the obtained frequencies were O.114Hz
(O.72radians/second), O.lOHz (O.63radians/second). and O.0 71Hz (0 ,48 radians/second)
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respectively . The reasons for these e rrors are related to the limitations of the motion
controller and willbe explaine d later in this sec tion.
L ~ O T " u I~ul
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Figur e 5.3
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10

35

tIm.tsotoftd' l
LVDT output for a mot ion appro ximating a pure pitching modon. Note:
Motion defined by the following parameters: pitching axis located l Omm
forwar d of the forward shaft (:<=-30 ), heave amplitude {nun, pitch an gle
amplitu de 20". and oscillating frequency 1.5radians/second .

The next set of tests perfonn ed was a imed at ensuring that the oscillating
freq uency and phase angle be tween the two dr ive shafts remained constant for e very
cycl e of the motion over the entire test. Tests were run for a wide ran ge of motion
parameters and some tests we re repeated. They a ll showe d matth e oscillating frequency
and phase an gle between the two drive shafts sta yed co nstant for a given test and that
the test result s were repeatable .
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The thir d set of tests was aimed at determining the accuracy of the approximated
motions. Figure 5.4 presents the LVDT output for the forward shaft for a set of test run
with the same motion paramete rs except that the number of segments which each
motio n cycle was divided into was changed. It was found thai as the number of

segments in the cycle increased . the motion became smoother and closer to nuu ofa
sinusoidal wave motion. However , as the number of segments increased the nbtained
oscillatingfrequenciesdecreased below tha t reques ted for the motion. This was due (0 1I
finite time lag occurring between commands for each segment. The larger the number
of segments, the larger the number of these delays in a cycle. The effects of these
delays can also be seen from the obtained frequencies for the motions ploned in Figures

5.1. 5.2, and 5 .3.
Since the errors in the obtained frequencies are a direct function of the number
of segmerss which the morton is divided into it is possible to calibrate the system 50
that a frequency highe r than the desired frequency can be requested in order 10 obtain
the desired frequency. A lso a control feedback loop could be programmed to analysis
themotion after thefirst few cycles anr.! informthe operator if the obtained frequency is
close enough to the des ired frequency. The control loop could allow the operator to
define anexceprablefrequency tolerance.
The effect of the number of segments which a cycle is divided into can be seen
from the desired motio n plotted alongside the obtained motions in Figure 5.4. The
percent error in the obta ined frequencie s for the motions planed in Figure 5.4 were:
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3.6%,4.9%,36 .9 %, and 52.5% for 6, 20 .30, and 40 segme nts per cycle respectively.
These errors were calcu lated by fitting a sinusoidal function. of the form given in
Equation 4.1,

10

the outpu t from the LVDT to determine the obtained frequencies. The

percent error was taken as the difference between the requested and obtained
frequencies taken as a percentage o f the requested frequencies .
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Obtained m otions compared to the requested m otions. Nate : All motions
we re defined by a pitching axis 10000ated 20nun forwar d of the aft shaft
(x =O), heave amplitude 95mm (except the motion divided Into 40
segments which had a heave amplitude l'f 30mrn), pitch angle amplinide
0", and osc illating frequency 0.24Hz ( l.5 radians fsecond) .
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The accuracy of both the magnitude of heave and the freq uency of the motion
had to be evaluated. There fore, these obtained motions are re-plotted in Figure 5.5
along with plots of the desired motions corrected for the obtained rrccuenctcs. From
this figure it can be seen that if the obtained frequencies are used in the calculation uf
the desired motion, the errors in the approximations of heave amplitude due to
approximating a curve with a series of linear functions are very small for motions
divided into more than 20 segments per cycle. The root mean squared e rror fllr the
motions plotted are: 9 (9.5%), 3.5 (3.6% ), 2.8 (2.9%), and 0 .7 (2.3 %) for 6,20.30.
and 40 segments per cycle respe ctively . The te nus in the brackets are the percent errors
based on dividing the root mean er rors by the maximum displacement. These
calculations were based on data collected at a sampling rate of 45 samples/second. The
calculated errors will vary slighl1y for different data sampling rates for a given
requested motion.
The fourth set of tests was done to further determine the cffecrof the number of
segments in each motion cycle on the obtained oscillating freque ncy. It can be seen
from Figure 5.6, that as the requested oscillating frequency increased the effect of
increasing the number of seg ments in each cycle resulted in the obtained frequency
dropping off at a faster rate. Thi s is beli eved to be caused by the increased accelerations
required to obtain higher frequencies an d the time delays betwee n each segment. It is
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believed that the accelerations developed by the motors may be slightly lower than
tho se requested. This effect wou ld be larger for the higher frequencies.
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Obtained motions compared to the desired motio ns calculated for the
obtained freque ncy . Note : All motions .....ere defined by a p itching axis
located 20nun fo rward of the aft shaft (x=O), heav e amp litude 95mm
(except the mot ion divided into 40 segments w hich had a hea ve
amplitude of 30mm ), pitch angle amplirude
and oscillating frequency
0.24Hz (1.5radianslsecond).

cr.

The final set of tests in this series was aimed at determini ng theupper limits of
the oscillating frequencies whi ch could be requested without the m otion be coming too
unev en or rough. due 10 excessi ve acce lerations . Figure 5.7 present s plots which define
the upper limits for the numbe r of segments that the motion cycle can be d ivided into,
for a particular requested heave amplitude and oscillating frequenc y, if the motion is
nOI to be uneven or rough. The second plot in Figure 5.7 defines the limits where the
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motion is beginning to become rough while the first plot defines when the motion
becomes so rough thai it vibrates the dynam ometer. Heave amplitude also affected the
roughness of the morton. since la rger heave amplitudes resulted in high er acce lerations
for a g iven oscillation frequency.
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Th e plots in Figure 5.7 can be used as a guide in selecting the ma ximum number
of segme nts 10 divide a motion cycl e into . For example, if a heave am plitude o f 50mm
and an oscillating frequency of O.32H z (2 radians/second) is requeste d then. ac cording
to the seco nd plot in Figure 5.7 , me number of segments that the motion should be
divided into should be less than 45 , to e nsure that the motion is e ven and smooth.
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According to the first pbx if the motion is not to be excessively uneven or rough then
the number of segments requeste d should be less than 61.
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Plot of heave amplitude agains t the nu mber of segments in a cycle
de fining the roughn ess limits.

To develop the p lots pre sented in Figure 5 .7 tests were run for ten different
heave aroplitudes ranging from IOmm 10 l OOmm for increasing oscillating frequencies
until the motion was ju dged to be 100uneven or rough. Thi s judgemen t was based on
the plots of the output from the L VDTs. After these tests we re comp le ted the data files
contain ing the motion commands for the motions. which we re deeme d to be becoming
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uneven o r TOugh and those that we re excesswely une ven or ro ugh. w e re analy:'>l."I.I til
determine Ihe ma ximum accelerat io ns requ ired fo r those motions . 1bc

average

m aximum accelera tions for [he IWO coodirlons were calculated to be 38 .5 cycles re r

secondsquared for the motion becomi ng une ven and 60 cycles pet sec o nd ilqu:u cd ftlr
Ih e motio n becoming excessively unev en .
These eccelera dons were the n used a long with the motio n eq aarlons to calculate
th e maxi mum num ber of segments wh ich a given moti on cycle could he divided into
w ithout the motion starting 10 becom e uneven and the mot ion be ing excessively uneven.
Fo r differe nt heave amplitudes and os ci llating frequenci es. These calcula te d results were
used 10 pr oduce the plots in Figure 5 .7 .

5.2

Calibr ation

or Dynamometer's Instrumentation System

As mentioned in Chapter 3 the dynamom eter' s da ta 3l.:q uis ition system wa s made
up of a futl Wheatst one bri dge strain gau ged section. tw o miniatu re load cells. a nd two
L V DTs. The strain gauged section w as desig ned as part of this proiect white th e 10:11.1
ce ll s and L VOTs were off the shelr. The ca lib ration o f the instru ments w as done using
a Keithley S570 data acquisi tio n syste m and software.
Th e LVDTs were excit ed by twelve volts direc; curre nt during calib ratio n lind
tes ting. Se venteen sa mple po ints with 480 sam ples per point and a sam p ling rate of 4S
sa m ples per second were used. The points ranged fr om a po sitive d isplacem ent uf
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l20mm to a negative displacement of ·120mm. Typical slopes. offsets, and Rsquared
value for the calibration of the two LVDTs are given below.
Tab le 5. 1
Forward drive shaft LVDT calibration
slo e
offset
Rs uared value

0.1049023
-228.486527
0 .9999750

Tabl e 5.2
Aft drive shaft LVDT calibration
slo e
offset
Rs uared value

0.9999820

0 .0733322
-166.3131066

The Rsquared values, are a measure of the accuracy of the fit of a linear
equation to the data points obtained during the calibrations. An Rsquared value of one

indicates a perfect fit. As can be seen the calibrations for the LVDTs are good and
show that the LVDTs are linear.
The load cells were powered by five volts direct current and amplified with a
gain of 400. The calibration was done using twenty five sample points with 1000
samples per point and a sampling rate of 45 samples per second. The points ranged
from a {ensile force of 34.9 N to a compressive force of 34.9 N. Typical slopes,
offsets . and Rsquared value for the calibration of the two load cells are given below.

Forward drive shaft load cell calibration
Tahle 5.3
sto
offset
Rs uared value

-86.7822649
0.9996583

Table 5.4
Aft drive shaft load cell calibration
sloe
offset
Rs oared value

0.0418954
-85.8653840
0.99900 14

' 09

0.042407

The strain gauged section was excited by five volts direct current and amplilied
wit! a gain o f SOC. The calibration was done using thin y sample points with 1000
samples per point and a sampling rate of 45 samples per second. The points ra nged
from a positive force of SO.O N (positive thrust forward) 10 a negative force of SO.O N .
Typical slopes . offsets. and Rsquared values for the calibration of !he stra.in gaug",-d
sectio n is given below.
Tab le 5.5

Aft drive shaft strain au e calibration
0 .0346949
-70 .8067863
099 90 152

SiD

offset
Rs uared value

The Rsquared values for the load cells and stain gauged section wen: a little low
(a minimum value of 0.9999 is preferred) . Thi s may have been a result of slight
inaccuracies in the ca libration weights which were used for the calibrations . Howeve r,
it was decided that these calibrations were ok for

me initial testing of the dynamometer .

These instrume nts must be re-canbrated before any foil performance tests an:
conducted. When the instruments are re-calibrated the load ce lls and stra in ga uged
sectio n should be calibra ted for a range of forces up to SON and 70N respectively.

5.3

Test in a Fully Operational State
After the initial tests on the motion control system of

I~

dynamome ter were

completed . the dynamometer was installed at the cavitation tunnel, the LVDTs were recalibrated and the load cells and strain gauged section were calibrated in place . Once
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this was comp leted the last stage in the commissioning of the dynamometer was ca rried
out. This involved running a set of rests with the dynamometer in the comp letely
operational state (note the strain gauged section did not arrive from England until the
last stage of the commissioning tests). These tests were aimed at dete rmining the quality
of the data obtained from the data acquis ition system and nOI as a complete study of the
foils used.
The only problem resulting from the installation of the dynamome ter was a
small air leak in throug h the insulation on the cable of the strain gauged section. when a
vacuum was draw n on the tunnel. This was not considered serio us since it could be
easily scaled with silicon rubber or similar sealant.
The first set of tests involved running a series of tests to ensu re that the
dynamo meter could produce the same range of motion which it had produced when
tested in air . It was found that the dynamometer was still capable of the same range of
motions and that the water in the u mnelhad a small damping effect on the roughness of
the motion when operated at the upper limits of lhe oscillating frequency. During these
tests the drive pulleys mounted on the aft drive shaft motor kcpt working loose aftcr
about 30 minutes of testing.
The next set of tests involved running a se ries of tests with different tunne l
water speeds for a motion with a heave amplitude of 50mm, pitching axis location
19 .5mm forward of the aft drive shaft, a pitch amplitude of 20". and a requested
oscillating frequency of I .S radians per second. These tests were aimed at determi ning
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the quality of the data obtained from the load cells and the strain gauged section. Figure
5.8 shows typical output from the load cells inserted in the forward and aft drive shafts.
It can be seen from these plots that every time the drive shafts change direction, at the
upper and lower limits of the motion, there is a large jump in the measured forces
compared to the forces measured while the shafts are moving between these points.
These jumps were a result of the high static frictional forces in the seals around the two
drive shafts and inert ia forces resulting from the maximum accelerations at the reversal
points of the motion. The dynamometer will have to be calibrated so that the effects of
the inertia forces can be subtracted from the output from the load cells ami the shan
seals and bushings will have 10 be replaced by a set of linear bearing and the propulsion
test conducted in the wave tank. Also, the AI D range for the If''ld cells were exceeded
during part of the data acquisition time. This resulted in the loss of some of the data
peaks. Th is could have been corrected by changing Ihe gain on the amplifier. however

it was not deemed to be necessary since the high frictional forces in the seals and
bushing around the drive shaft and the inertia forces caused this problem and made it
impossible to obtain reliable data from the load cells. For accurate tests for propulsive
efficiency, this indicates that it is likely that better results would be obtained by
removing the shaft seals and testing in the towing tank.
Figure 5. 9 presents a typical plot of the output from the strain gauged section.
The plot of thrust in Figure 5.9 has a high noise to signal ratio despite the shielding of
the entire data acquisition system from electron ic and magnetic noise. This is believed
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10 be due 10 mechanical noise. As can be seen from the LVOT output plotted in Figure
5,10, the mechanical noise present in the motion is due to the motors starting and
stopping at the ends of each segment of the motion cycle,
From the plot of the power spectrum density in Figure S,IO it can be seen that
the vibrations caused by the starting and stopping of the motors occurred at a trcqucncv
of around 4Hz to 5Hz, The plot of the power spectrum for the thrust signal shows
substantial (compared to thai at the oscillating frequency o f O.IHz) energy ill the signal
between 35Hz to 5Hz. The energy in the thrust signal between 3.5Hz and 5Hz was
thought to have resulted from the vibration in the oscillating motion, Therefore. both
the signals from the stra in gauged section and the LVDT were filtered using a 5th order
Butterworth low pass filter to eliminate all frequencies above 1Hz (Which is ten times
the oscillating frequency of the motion). The filtered signals from the strain gauged
section and the LVDT are presented in Figures 5.9 and 5. 10 respectively.
It can be seen that the vibrational noise has been removed from the signals.
However , it is not possible to make any conclusion on the operation of the strain
gauged section. Figure 5, II presents a plot of the transfer function for the oscillating
motion to the thrust signal. It can be seen from this plot that there is very little encrgy
transferred from the input oscillating motion to the output thrust al 0 , IHz but there is
considerable energy transferred from the vibrations at frequencies above 2.8Hz, This
indicates that the vibrations caused a force on the aft shaft which is not related to thrust
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generated by the foils. Therefore. before the operation of the strain gauged section can
be eva luated Ihe vibrational problem with the motion must be solved.
Figure 5.12 shows a plot of developed thrust against water speed which was
produced using the output from the strain gauged se ction. This plot shows the thrust
dropping off as the wate r speed increases. A similar trend for the thrust developed by
an oscillating foil was observed by Hoppe (1939). This indicates that the strain gauged
section may be functioning properly.
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Chapter 6

Concl usions
The main objective o f this project was the development of a dynamometer to be
used in the study of the propulsion and flow characteristics of oscillating foils, This
involved the complete mechanical design of an oscillation foil dynamometer and
overseeing its manufacture: the design of the data acquisition system and its installation;
the programming of two D-C servo motors to produce the foils oscillating motion; the
commissioning of the entire system; and the presentation of recommendations on how
to improve the performance of the system,
The installation of a load cell in each of the two drive shafts provided a means
of determining the power absorbed by the foils being tested (when used in conjunction
with the velocity record), while the insertion of a strain gauged section in the aft drive
shaft. allowed the measurement of the thrust/drag developed by the foils. The entire
data acquisition system was completely shielded from all sources of electronic and
magnetic fields to minimise the electronic noise in the obtained signals. Also, the drive
shafts and strain gauged section were designed so that their natural frequencies were
outside the operational oscillating frequencies of the dynamometer. The operational
frequencies of the dynamometer were between 0 and 1.0Hz (0 and 6,2 8radians/second)
while the natural frequencies of the drive shafts were between 2,31 and 9 .58Hz (14 ,9
and 6O.20radians/second) and 78 . IHz (49 I radians/second) for the strain gauged section
about an axis perpendicu lar to the direction of the water flow.
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This data acquisition system will allow the propulsion efficiency of the fells
being tested to be determined once the dynamic, inertia. and frictional forces an:
calibrated or eliminated. The inclusion of a pair of LVDTs into the data acquisition
system, to monitor the motion of the foils. allowed the study of the propulsion
performance of different oscillating motions for a given foil geometry.
Mounting the foils in a streamlined central pod, fairing the lower drive shafts
and encasing the upper port ion of the drive shafts, which operated inside the tunnel, in
a fairing ens.'red that the flow disturbances around the foils were kept 10 a minimum.
Also the total width of the foils and pod was 222mm while the maximum heave
amplitude was llOmm to ensure that the foils were not operated in the boundary layer
along the tunnel walls . Thus . this system can be used to study the flow characteristics
around oscillating foils for varied foil geometry 's. oscillating motions. and speeds of
advance.
The insertion of the pivot and link in the forward drive shaft and pins
connecting the drive shafts 10 the mounting pod allowed the dri ve shafts to be oscillated
out of phase with each othe r. This allowed the foil's pitching axis to be moved along
the nose tail chord line of the foils and made it possible 10 oscillate the foils with a
heaving, pitching, or a combination pitching and heaving motion. It was found that the
dynamometer could produce a pure heaving motion with a maximum heave amplitude
of II Omm and a combined heaving and pitching motion with a maximum pitch angle
amplitude of 23°, where the maximum displacement of either drive shaft did not exceed
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I lOmm. The system was not capable of a pure pitching motion. However. by
requesting a very small heave amplitude (less than lmm) a good approximation of a
pure pitching motion could be achieved. It may be possible to rectify this problem by
modifying the motion subroutine SMALLSIN so that if a heave amplitude of zero is
requested a set o f modified equations can be used to calculate the required
displacements.
The control system was capable of producing a good approximation of the
desired motion utilising the available Unidex motion contro ller commands. If the
number of segments which the motion cycle was divided into was chosen correctly the
root mean squares erro r in the obtained motion ( for the summation of the variations of
the obtained amplitudes from the desired amplitudes over an entire cycle) could be as
low as 2.3 % of the requested amplitude while the percent error in the obtained
oscillating frequency could be as low as 3.6%.
Care had to be taken. when selecting the number of segments per cycle to divide
the motion into in order to get a smooth approximation of the desired motion. Too few
segments resulted in a poor approximation while too many segments resulted in
oscillating frequencies below those requested and in some cases an irregular motion due
10 excessive accelerations. Accelerations in excess of 38.5 cycles/second/second caused
the motion to become irregular while accelerations above 60 cycles/second/second
resulted in a fully irregular motion .
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The motion co ntrol progra m was capable o f allowing rbe pitch ing axis of

II~

foils to be moved along the nose tail chord line of the foils. However. the pitching ilxi5
could not be moved continuously . since some locations resulted in phase anglcs
between pitch and heave which were very sman. Since the phase angles were prOl.llH.:cd
by adding the phase . in seconds . to lhe time value fed into Equation 4 . 12 and 4 . 13 Ihe
time per segment had to be less than the phase difference between the two urtve shall.
For some pitching axis locations this required the motion to be divided into too many
segments .
If more subroutines can be acquired from the manufacturer of the morton
controller it may be possible to modify the motion control prog ram so that it produces :l
motion in which the pitching axis can be moved continuously . Additional subroutines
may also allow the productio n of motions which do not require the motors to stop l t lhe
end of each segment. This would allow the obtained frequencies and ampliludes In be
closer to the desired motion and may eliminate the noise from the ou tput signals .
Overall lhe dynamome ter was capab le of fulfilling the goals of the project. The
system was capable of producing an infinite range of oscillating motions for the foils.
allowed the measurement of the developed thru st from the foils and the power supplied
to oscillate them. and provided a means of studying the now characteristics around
os cillating foils. However. so me modifications to the system arc required to improve its
performance.
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The frictional resistance of the seals around the drive shafts was too great to
allow accurate data to be obtained from the load cells. Therefore. these seals should be
removed during the propulsion perfonna nce tests and the tests carried out at the lowing
lank.
The data from the strain gauged section had a high noise 10signal ratio as can be
seen from Figure 5.9 . This was caused by mechanical noise resulting from the motors
starting and Slopping at the ends of each segment of the motion . In order to achieve
accurate data this source of noise will have 10 be eliminated or reduced. This problem
will be addressed again in the recommendations chapter (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 7

Recommendations
The dynamometer is capable of fulfilling its intended purposes. However. there
are some modifications which can be carried out on the design of the dynamometer and
the motion control program which could improve the dynamometer's performance.
These are listed below in the order of their importance.
I)

The drive shaft seals should be removed and tile propulsion cfftclency tests
should be carried out in the towing tank. The cavitation tunnel should be used ttl
study the flow around the foils and the cavitation and stall charnctcrtstics of
different foils and foil motions. Removing these seals will reduce frictional
forces being picked up by the load cells and a more accurate measurement of the
oscillating force transmitted to the foils will be possible. To run the Icst in the
lowing tank one of two things may be done. I) The seals could be removed from
their housings. This will destroy them but they are relatively inexpensive. 2)
The window port can be removed from the bottom of the mounting bracket and
a new base attached with a new set of teflon bushings/linear bearing to align the
drive shafts.

2)

The mechanical noise in the oscillating motions must be eliminated or reduced.
Check with AeroTech the manufacturers of the motors and controller to sec if
the motion equation can be directly programmed into the motion controller in II
similar manner as the cosine velocity profile command which is incorporated
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into their list of commands. It has not been possible so far to build up a
completely smooth oscillating motion from the available commands . A set of
commands based on new subroutines from the manufacturer of the controller
should allow the motions to be built up without the motors stopping during the
million (except at the reversal points). This would eliminate most of the
vibrational problems and allow a more accurate approximation to the desired
monon and eliminate the noise from the data signals.
3)

The source of the noise in the strain gauge signal must be determined and
eliminated. A set of test runs shou ld be conducted for a range of operating
conditions and a power spectrum density analysis carried out to verify that the
starting and stopping of the motors is the cause of the noise. As a fun her check,
sample signals from the strain gauged section should be collected for a condition
where the system is in the fully operational state with the motors powered down
and the lower assembly struck to induce vibration. These signals should then be
analysed to determine the natural vibrational frequency of the lower assembly of
the dynamometer . If the natural vibrational frequency of the lower assembly is
the same as the frequencies of the noise in the strain gauge signals. then the
natural vibrational frequency of the lower assembly must be incre ased or
decreased. All the dynamometer's components (such as the timing belts and
pulleys) should be analysed separately to determine if they give rise to the
frequencies of the noise as found from the power spectrum density analysis.
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4)

The system should be run with the seals and bus hings removed and the resu lts
compared to test run with the bushing and seals in place to sepanuc the influence
of the friction forces from the dynamic forces. Also, the test foils and pod
shou ld be replaced with a dummy equivalent mass having a shape which.
minimises the hydrodynamic forces and a series of test runs in water made 10
determine the magnitude of thc dynamic and friction 10;\1.15.

5)

The system should have been run dry to eliminate the hydrod ynamic forces.
This will help in identifying the source o f the noise in the strai n gauge signals .

6)

A se t of tests should be conducted periodically 10 calibrate the frictional forces
in the bushings and seats. and the dynamic loads . This can he done by running
the dynamometer in a fully operational state, but with the water dra in from the
cavitation tunnel (or by replacing the foils and pod with a mass which minimises
the hydrodynamic forces and then running the tests in water) 10 separate the
hydrodynamic loads from the dynamic loads. A set of tests should

,1150

he

conducted with the dynamometer in a fully operational state. bUI without an y
test foils to calibrate the thrust/d rag forces o n the lower assembty of the
dynamometer ,
7)

Although the limit switches mounted on the dynam ometer ensured that the dri ve
shafts could not have a displacement greate r than llOmm it was found that if the
mot ion

controller's

storage

buffers

became over loa ded

the relative

displace ments between the two drive shafts could be large enough to cause
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damage to the dynamometer. Therefore, a feed back mechanism should be
developed to restrict the relative displacement between the two drive shaft to
eliminate this potential danger.
8)

Any new test motion or test conditions should be first run with the pod removed
to ensure that if the motion malfunctions the two shafts can move independently
of each other and not damage the dynamometer.

9)

When a new operator is getting used to using the dynamometer helshe should
disconnect the pod and run a number of test conditions to familiarise himlherself
with the function of the apparatus without the risk of damaging the
dynamometer.

10)

If after the mechanical noise in the motion is eliminated, the obtained
frequencies are below the requested frequencies, then a calibration of the
obtained frequencies should be carried out . This would allow a requested
frequency sufficiently above the desired value to be fed into the motion control
program to produce the desired frequency.

II )

The subroutine SMALLSIN should be modified to allow a pure pitching motion.
This may be possible by adding an "If" statement which will detect if a heave
amplitude of zero has been requested and then use a different set of equations to
calculate the displacements. This set of equations should define the
displacements in terms of the pitch amplitude, phase angle between the drive
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shafts. location of the drive shafts relative to the mid chord of the foils, and
oscillating frequency ,
12)

New motion subroutines should be programmed to produce a large ampfnude
sinusoidal motion with variable phase angle between pitch and heave.

J

cycloidal motion. an elliptical motion. etc.
13.

Over time the drive pulleys tegtn to slip on the motor's drive Sh:ll"ts. Tn prevent
this from happening a keyway should be cut in the pulleys as shown in Figure

7 .1.

Figur e 7 .1
14)

Pulley Key

Curre ntly the edge of the faired section of the lower forward drive shaft binds
up against the edge of the groove in the mounting pod when a pitch angle
greater than 23" is requested. To increase the maximum achievable pitch angle
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the corners can be machined off the dr ive shaft or the groove in the mounting
pod can be extended .
15)

To decrease inertia loading on the motors the drive shafts should be replaced
with hollow ground hardened shafts. The pod was made of stainless steel, since
it had to be corrosion resistant and tough due to the frequent changing of test
foils. Althoug h the orig inal foils were made from brass future foils will be made
from lighter materials and some will be flexible . The original foils were made of
brass so that they could be used to make molds for the flexible foils and to
reduce initial costs.

16)

To allow the dynamometer to be aligned along the centre line of the runnel, it is
necessary to gr ind down the heads of the two bolts at the lower end of the
mou nting bracket. T his will allow the dynamometer to be rotated. Current ly the
dynamome ter is slightly misaligned by approximate ly 1°.

17)

If the drive shafts are replaced with hollow shafts, the lead wires from the strain
gauges shou ld be bro ught up through the inside of the aft drive shaft. This will
I ) reduce the amount of drag on the aft drive shaft, 2) reduce the flow

disturba nces due to th e flexing loop of wire coming off the strain gauged section
(see Figure 3.6) , and 3) reduce the wear on the connection of the lead wires to
the stra in gauge term inal block since the wires will not be flexing as the drive

shaft moves.
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18)

The load cells used 10 measure ue rower transmitted by Ihe shafts to the foils
experience a varying force due to the flexing of the cables connecting the load
cells to the amplifiers. T o reduce the magnitude of this force and 10 nu ke it a
constant offset instead of a varying offset. the cabl es shou ld be looped back to
and clamped to the drive shafts.

19)

If the above recommendations do nor improve (he dynamometer's ability to
measure the thrusl/drag forces on the test foils then (he dynamometer can be
loaded onto the tow tank's carriage and lhe thru slldrag forces measured hy
independent force transducers. Two possible set-ups for doing this are presented
in Figures 7 .2 and 7.3. The first method would required the entire dynamometer
to be supported by two very thin wide flexible sheets of m aterial in such away
that the dynamometer can move easily in the fore and aft di rection but be rigid
in the lateral direction (see Figure 7.2) . The seco nd me thod would involve
mounting the dynamometer on two frictionless tables to a llow motions in the
fore and aft direction but not in a lateral direc tion (see Figure 7.]). The
thrust/drag forces for both set-ups could be measured by independent force
transducers attached to the fore and aft ends o f the dynamometer. Note, that
conducting propu lsion efficiency tests is only one of the functions of the
dynamometer . Therefore , any changes to the dynamomete r must not limit its
abilities to perform the other functions as listed earlie r in thi s thesis.

12.

Figure 7.2

Alternative 1Set-upfor efficiencytests
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Figure 7.3

Alternative 2 Set-up for efficiency tests
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List of Parts and Suppliers for Maintenance Purpose
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Pan

Supplier

I

foils

designedby author and manufactured by
Donnnis Engineering

2

mounting pod

Part
number

designed by author andmanufaclUrcd by

Memorial University of Newfoundland's
(MUN'S) Technical Services
J

lower drive shaft

designed by author and manufactured by

4

pivot joint

designed by author andmanufactured by
MUN 'S Technical Services

5

strain gauged section

designed by author and strain gauge section
manufactured by MUN'S Tec hnicalServices,

MU N'S TechrucatServices

Gauges (model C EA-06- 0 62UW- 350)

supplied

and installed by Measurements
Group U.K. LTD

6

drive shaftconnection inserts

designed by author and manufactured by
MU N'S Technical Se rvices.

7

intermediate drive shafts

designed by author and ma nufactured by
MUN'S Technical Services . 3/4" ground
shaft supplied by Fred C, Morrison Ltd.

8

load cells

supplied by Hoskin Scient ifique LTEE
Sensotecmodel 31 O-I01bs

9

load cell 10 drive shaft inserts

designedby author and manu factured by
MUN'S Technical Services

10

upper drive shafts

II

window port

designed by author and manufactured by
MUN'S Technical Services. JW ground
by Preu C . Morrison LId.
shaft supplied
designed by author and manufactured by
MUN'S Technical Services

12

window tJOrt o-ring

designed by author and manufactured by
MUN'S Technical Services

13

bushings

designed by author and man ufactured by
MUN'S Technical Services

14

drive shaft seals

supplied by Dowty S ilcoFab
3/4" x I " x 1/8" V -Cup
part number 15-0241 00-125

15

bushing and drive shaft seals
housing

designed by author and ma nufactured by
MUN 'S Technical Services
162

Pan

"'"

Supp lier

Iincar bearings

suW1ied by FredC . Morrison Ltd.
Thompson linear Ball Bearings

17

linear bearingbrackelS

des igned by author and manufactured by
MUN' S Technical Services

18

DCservo drive meers

Supplied by Areoteeh
O..c servo motor &
motioncontrollerU nidex 14 des ktopU I 4S
supplied by Fred C . Morri so n Ltd.
2" timingbe ll pulley part num be r 54692
supplied by Fred C . Morrison Ltd.
9mm wide timi ng belt part num ber 54797
designed by authorand manufacturedby
MUN' S TechnicalServices

I.

number

part

number A·122026 CLBB-7SO

19

pulleys

20

drive belts

21

22

drive belt to drive shaft
connectors
upper pulley shafts

23

u pper pulley shafthousings

des ignedby author and rnanufac nired by

24

rotary bearings

s upplied by Fred C . Morrison lJd .

designed by authorand manufactured by
MUN'S Technical Serv ices
MUN'S

Technical Services

Thompsonradial Bearings
part number50605cataloguenumber C4ADS

2S

fairing

2.

LVDT

27

LVDT brackets

28
29

LVDT to driveshal\
connections
limit switches

30

limitswitch bracket

31

Iimit swilch flags

designedby authorand manufactured by
MUN' S Technical Services
suw/ied by RDP ElectrosenseInc.
+- 6- LVDT numberDCT600J
designedby authorand manufacturedby
MUN'S Technical Services
designedby authorand manufactured by
MUN'S Technical Services
suppliedbyMUN'S Electrical En gineering
Department. ElectroSonic mechanical micro
switch.
designedby author and manufactured by
~WN' S Technical Services
designedby author and manufactured by
MUN' S Technical Services
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Pan

Pert

Supplier

mounting bracket

designed by author and manufactured by
MUN'S Technical Services

number
32

List Suppliers
Arect ech

Optikon Corporation Lid.
410 Conestoga Road, Waterloo. Ontario.
Canada. N2L 4E2
telepho ne number (519)885·2551
fax number (5 1.29) 885-4712
Dominis EngineeringLtd.
jjlS Canore k Rd., Unit 15, Gloucester, Ont ario
Canada. KU 9L1
telepho ne number(613) 747-0193

faxnumber(6 13) 746-3321
Dowty Silcofa b
335 Woodlawn Road West. Guelph, Ontario,
Canada. NIH 7K9
telephone number (519) 8228913
faxnumber (519)822-6675

Fred C . Morrison Ltd.
1256 To psail Rd" Mount Pearl. Newfoundland,
Canada , AIL res
telephon e numbe r (109) 364·7959

fax number(709) )64-9422

Hoskin ScientifiqueLTEE
5683 Pa re, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada. H4p l SI
telephone number (514) 735-5267
faxnumber 05·826781

Measu rementsGroup U,K. LTD
StroudJey Rd., Baslngstcke, Hants,
United Kingdom , RG24OFW
telephone number (0256)462131
fax number (0256) 411441
164

RDp · Ek ctrsenes INC
R.D .S. Route 100 Ponsown. Pennsylvania,
U.S.A . 19464
Ickph one numbe r (9 15) 469-0450
fax (9 15) 469.Q8S2

t6S

Appendix C
Flow Charts for Motion Control Program
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This figure shows the order in which the subrout ines and functions are called
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ba•

EXCEED

170

HISTORY

FILENDING
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MOTORSTOP
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Appe ndix D
Design Ca lculatio ns

J75

Dndopment of Equati on

~.S

Equation 4.5 is used to

3l."COWl t

for the errors in !he obtained pitch angle

amplitude due to the link in the forward drive shaft..Figure 0 .1 shows the layout of !.he
tower assembly of the dynamometer.

AB= 4Omm
'" distance between drive shafts

r

BD= I3l.5 mm
-= length of the link in the forward
drive shaft.
a~

'" desired pitch angleamplitude

«, '" the obtainedpitch angle amplitude

~PMHore

Consider the movs:ment of the link BD
Y BL = the verticalcomponent of the

motion of point B on the link
=

ABsin 114+ BD· BDcos9 (0 .1)

XSL '"

the horizontal component of the
motion of point B on thelink

'" BOsine

(D .2)

Consider the movement of the link AS
Figure 0 .1

Yep=: the vertical component of the motion of point B on the pod

ro.n

"' ABsinao
XIIp '" the horizontal component of the motion of point B on the pod

176

(D4)

'" A13-ADeosu"
The point B on the pod and on the link are coincident. Therefore.

Yru. '" VIlI'

and

Equating Equatio ns (0.1 ) and (0.3) gives
ABsinud + BO -Blj cosa '" ABsina.,

(D.5)

Equating Equations (0.2) and (004) gives
(0.6)

BOsinEi'" AB - AOcosu.,
Solving Equation (0 .6) for €Iand Equation (0 .5) for (X,j gives
0 '" arcsin [(AB • ADcosa)/BD I

(D.7)

(J.d '" urcsin [<ABsina,,· UD +BDcosO)/AB]

(D.8)

Now that e and a d are defined in terms of known variabl es the desired pitch angle
amplitude can be fed into Equation (0.8) as u, and angle

ad

can be calculated and ted

into the motion program to develop a motion with a pitch angle amplitude of a o_

Estimation or the expected loads on the strai n gauge d section and load eells
The follo wing two approaches were used to determine the loads:
I ) work back from the motors to determine the maximum forces wh ich the motors

can exert on the drive shaft.
2) look at the to ils to determine the maximum expected thrust loa ds from the

foils.

Motor paramet ers:
peak torque

2.52Nm
177

continuous torque
continuous POWl:To utput

O.35Nm
146 w:nts

Note:
- the motors have a 10:I gear box with an dlicicncy \lr{>t~ .
- mc power from the motors wil l be rmnsmiucd to ibc drive shalis Ihn1ugh~ in
(50.8mm) diameter pulleys<For th..-sccalculations il will be ;l~S U Il1 LoJ tl1;11 mere
is no other efficiency looses in the system besides the gear box . ' n l IS will f\<sull
in over estimating the loads which the motors can tmnsll\it to the foils .
The peak force transferredto the drive shnf from the motors is glvcnby Equatlun D.').
(SiegeI 196S)

(I} .9)

Where:

T, '" motor peak torque
R,; '" gear box ratio
'11 = efficiency of gea r box
R = Radius of pulley
F"", = (2.52)(10)(0.9)1(0.0254)
= 893N
=9 1Kg
= 201lbs
Th e continuous force transferred to the d rive shaft from the motors is given by

F= ' (T, '",",}'R

• (O.) SXIOXO.9V(o.o2S4)
= 12.4N
= 13Kg
= 281bs
The maximum force transmined to the each drive shalb will he IllJJ N. However,
the maximum continuous IOTce transmitted will be 124N.
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The thrust developed

~.

an llsd llating roil is gi\'1:1I by Equation 1).10 tvau

:\bn~'n

1:1

a1.1988)
t i lltli

Where:
'" the thrust coefficient of the roils
p <the denshy c f the water in the Immel
VI '" the water flow velocity in the tunnel
S e thc surface area of rhe lest roils

Cl

The power absorbed by the foils is given by Equauon (0 .11)
(Beer and Johnston 1977l'1 )
Where:
F '" force
UI = velocity or the water flowing pass the foils

Tl =foil propulsive eni cicney

Consider the forces produced by a small test foil and n large ICSI fil i i.
Foil I Paramelers:
Aspect Ratio
'pa n
heave amplitude
plan from area
chord

-,
=O.:!.m
"'O. lm
- O.OO5m!
- O.025m

Aspect Ratio

- 4

'p""
heave amplitude

" O,l m

plan trcm erea
chord

- a.2m
= O. O l m ~
- O.OSm
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(D. 111

Consider two different test conditions (See Bose and Lien 1989). Note, that the
coefficients given in Bose and Lien 1989 arc basedon mean values found from averaging
the unsteady sinusoidal loads on an oscillating foil similar to the ones that will be tested
with this dynamometer.They already include the effects ofliJi and added virtual mass. It
would have been preferable to usc maximum values. However. this was not possible
since data for the maximum values were not available.
Condition I) Maximum efficiency (11)of80% for:
advancc ratio (J)
induced angle of attack (0. )
pitch amplitude
thrust coefficient (C I )
velocity oftunne l water (UI )

:: 7
B 20"
:: 1.25"
= 0.5
= 5 mls

Condition2) Maximum efficiency (11)of80% for:
advance ratio 0)
induced angle of attack (a.)
pitch amplitude
thrust coefficient (C I)
velocity oft unnel water (Ul )

= 2.5
'" 20"

= 50"
= 1.0
= 5 m/s

Note. the maximum expected tunnel velocity is 3m/s. A velocity of 5mJs was used in
these calculations as an extreme case.

Look at foil 1 condition 1
The advance ratio of an oscillating foil is given by Equation 0 .12 (See Bose and
Lien 1989).
J =advance ratio =nUcI(roh)

(D.12)

Where:
UI '" velocity of water passing the test foil
= oscillating frequency of the foil
h = heave amplitude of the lest foil

(0)
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j{(5)/(7*0.1)
= 22.4radians/second
"' 3.6rps

00 =

For an oscillating motion deflnc.d. by Equmiou D.13 the maximum heave vc\\lc ity
and acceleration is given by equations D.14 nnd D.15 respectively.
heave w asinfen)

lD.1J1

velocity = uweos(ml) = 0.1(22.4)(I) = 2.2mJs

( ll l~ l

lD.l :;)
Thrust = If2C,pU12A

= 0. S (0.5 )( 1 000) U ,~( O.0 05 )
=

1.25U2 N

Look li t foil I condition 2
ro= j{(S)/(2.S*O.l )
'" 62.8radians/seeond
< t urps

velocity = awcos(wt) = 0.1(62.8){1) = 6Jm Js
acceleration = -llu/sin(rot) = .0.I{62.8l( I)= 394.4m/s"
Thrust> 1/2C,pU?A
~ ;~i~000)U,' (0005)

:

Look at foil 2 condition I
w =7t(S)/(7*0.1)
= 22.4radianslsecond
= 3.6rps
velocity = accostet) = 0.1(22.4)(1) '" 2.2mJs

acceleration =-aol sin(fIlt) = -0.1(22.4 )1(I) = 50.2m/s2

lSI

Thrust > 1/2C.pU11A
= O.S(O.5)( IOOO)U,1(O.OOS)
= 2.SU2 N
l.uuk at foil 2 condition 2

CJI = n(S)/(2.5' O.I)
= 62.8radians/second
= IOrps

veloci ty = awcos{wl) = 0. 1(62 .8)( 1) = 6.3 111/s
accelerat ion

=.ao/sin(CIJt)::_0.1(62.8)1(1) = 394.4m/s 1

Thrust = 1/2C,PU,lA
'" D.5( 1)( I OOO)UI2(0.OI )

=5U 2N

Based on the above c alculations the powcr requir ed to drive the foils under the

different co nditions as de fined by Equat ion D. I 1 can be rewritt en as follows.
Power (W) = U,T/ll
=

where : K=l.2s. 2.5, and 5

Ku/ 10.8

(D. 16)

and the forces deve loped in the drive sha fts can be de fined as
Forc e (F)

='

(D. 17)

WN s

The power required to drive the foils and the axia l forces de velope d in the dri ve
shorts tor the different test condit ions are listed in Ta ble 0 .1.
TableD I

Power W

V,

foill

foil I

foil 2

foil 2

mls
I
2
3

condo I
1.56

cond' 2
3.1

cond' i
3.1

cond' 2
6.25

12.5
42.2

25 .0
84.4

25 .0

50.0

84.4

4

100.0

200.0

168.8
400 .0

5

195.3

390 .6

781.2

200.0
390.6
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Forc e(K
fo il I
foil I
co nd ' 2
3.1
1.56
6. 25
12.5

cond'i

fo il 2

foil 2

cond'i

cond' 2

J. I
28.1

6.25
25.0
56.3

25.0

28.1
50.0

50 .0

100.0

39. 1

78.1

78.1

156.2

14.1

12.5

Note. that due to the limitation of the motors only the boldcd forces nrc
obtainable. From Table D.l we sec that the maximum value ofU 1lllr which ;111 till: k'SI
conditions are possible 152m/s,

Development of spread sheet to estimnte londs
Considering both the forces produced by a typical test lo il and the Ihniurions

I ll'

the motors a spread sheet can bedeveloped to determine the expected loads 011 the drive
shafts and strain gauged section.
Look at a tvpicallcs t foi l with:
aspect ration
: 6.0
span
< ut m
chord (root)
:O.333m
maximum heave amplitude'" 0.Im
surface area
: O.0333m2
Typiclll test conditions:

°

velocity of water in tunnel varies from to Jrnls

maximum heave amplitude is 0.1m
maximum heave acceleration « tm.:.tm
=

2. 12.6/5 : 5.0mls2

where:
m = mass of oscillating components and is assumed to be
5Kg. Note, there arc two motors carrying the 5KG load
and that it is assumed that each motor will carry half
the load.
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The mean dynamic loads produced by the to ils can be calculated using the
hllLatiunsD.IO.18.and 19.

Mcun Power

~

W "TuJ'l1

(Beer and j ohnston 1977b)

(0. 18)

Mean Force = WIV, (Vcn icallya long drh-e shaftJ (Beer and Johnston 1977b) (0. 19)
The mean thrust developed by the foils can beestimated using the Equation 0 .10
and data from (el and 11 values) Bose and Lien 1989. Note that the coefficients taken

from (Bose and Lien ]989) are based on mean values found from averaging the unstead y
sinusoidal loads on an oscillating toi l similar to the ones that will be tested with this
dynamometer. They already include the effects of lift.and udded virtual mass .
Equations 10. 18. and 19 give the mean values of thrust, power. and ax ial force in
the drive shafts. It would have been preferable to have est imates for the peak values. since
they will impact the des ign of the load ce lls, strain gauges. and drives shaft. However.
this was not possible. since data related to peak loads were not available. It should be
noted, however. that the actual tC$I condition which will be used wilh the dynamometer
will produce loads which are lower than the lest conditio ns used in this analysis.
Inertia Load IFJ.

The inertia load acting vertically on the drive shafts produced by the oscillating
assembly are given by Equation 0 .20 .
Forcc e ma

(0.20)
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Where:
the mass of the oscillating assembly
a. = the acceleration of the drive slmft

Ill. =

The added virtual mass associate whit allY body nccclcruring thmugh a fluid also
adds to the inertia loads. However. in this anulysis these loads an,' included in the
calculation of the thrust loads which is used in the calcula tion

orthe dynamic 111ads. The

added virtual mass is defi ned in Equation 0. 2 1 and the inertia force associate with it call
be calcu lated by multip lying the mass by the uccclcmtion otthc drive s:":'
added virtual mass = nC"Sp

(Harvald 1983\

( I L~ I )

Where:
C = tlsechord length of the foil
S = the span of the foil
p = the density of the fluid
Total axial force in the dri ve shafts
The total axial force in the drive shans is given by Equation D.22. Nole that the
calculated forces will be carried by two drive shens. However. the force will not :llways
be split evenly between the two shafts.
ID.22)
The thrus t and axial forces for three different wa ter tunnel velocities ( I, 2. and

3m1s ) were calculated using a spread sheet based on the above equa tions. The results C
or u
tunnel water velocity of !ml s is presented in Table D.2. To save space on ly (he Im/s
spread sheet is included, since it contains the maximum possible axial and thrust loads
which can be expected.
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Table D.2

Expected loads
Col\l<lln1 ~ "<Nance 'a lto

Col"mn2:

Col"m nIO-lhfUstINI

~'I<;/Illngle ampllll/de

Col"m n l l -dynllmic!otee(N)

I

C~umn3 _lh,,, ! ICCt!lflC oen l

Col"mnI2 - 'ne llillforce(NJ

C:.>l<Jmn 4 _efficl enq

col"mnI3 -lolala.ialforco{Nj
C~umn

Col"",nS -heaveamphll/de(m)

ColumnlS -pou,bleheaYeecce leral,On!(m/! )

CoI"," n l "',",c ,lIal,n!lf'l'!'quencY(' a<llIs )

Co lumn 16 . a.ia l fo, ces lN)

Column 8 -

Column 17 ~ pou ,blflrequire<!power (W)

h o,"o ","' c~y (mls)

.,

..

Column9 -heiWeaccele,alionlm ls l

a

t

,

e.e eo 0",
a.s
0.85
as
0"'
so 0"'
en 065
z. s
ra
1 29
zs
zs
1 29
a.s
12 9
z.s ac 15 2
ze
1 51
se 152
as ao 152
as so

""

"

""

....
.. '"

,. '"
zs

14 ~ ' eQuiflld power \W)

Colum n6 ·. e~lyo f wa l er ,nlhe tun nel(m/s)

,
" '",,

a.s ac
ac
z s ao

" ac
",a "eo
a sc
a "
so
a

.....
, ...
3

a
a
3

au
a ae
a au
3

,

a
a

02>
0,23
02 3
023
1)23
0 58

0.83
0,83
0,63
0.63

063
06
06
0'
06
06
0,76
0.18
078
0.78
078
0.74
074
07 4
0.74
0.74

0"
06 '
066

ca

0.'
0.'
0.'
06

,

0.'
O.
06
O.

,

0.'
0.'
06
06

,

.

0.'

06

,

0"

c.a

06.
0.56 06 6

c.a

0.58
0.58

06 6

06

0"

O.

0,62

0.'
O.
06
0'

056
0 92
09 2
091
0.92
0,9 2

0.86

0,66
0,82
06 2

0.'

,

'"
,
"
,, " '"
, "" '" 02', ,
"
a
a
a au

127
127

0 62
0,62
07 9
0,79
1)79

.. .
20

1.27
02 •

079

r

e.a r a r.a

..a , "
, " "ra "

0.'
06
06

0'
O.
0'
06

3.'

"
a

' .3
t

"t.a
""

J.6

I .'

t.a

20
I .'

"
"ar e
sa
"
a.a
""
'0

s.a

""
'.0
"
""
"

1.3
1.0

20
J.6

"""
""

.03
26.3
43,0

"

43.0
43 .0
430
50.6
50 6

' 0 50.6
J.6

506

r.s es
66.6
ae sse

"

27,1
27,1
27,1
27.1
27.1
42,7
42,7
42.1
41.7
42,7
516
51.6
516
51,6

5171,6'

' .0 66.6

71,6
716
71.6

66 .6

n6

39
i.e

" ..,s "rr e.s
"e.s
,..
"1.0 " "rr •.se.s
'.0
' .0
10

U

' 0
1.0
10
10
'. 0
' .0
'.0
' .0
10
' .0
10

"z.r
t.s

t.e
U

..,"
,.
"

,.
U

,.
"" ",.
"" " "
" "
s.a

rc
28.3
26,3
26 3

"" "ae39 "0
"" "
'06
"" a.a

,." " "
s

CoI" mn18 -possibleco nd,lionsfor ll>emolors

s.e

10.3
19,3
19 3
19.3
19,3
30 6
30 ,6
30 .6
306

ao

423
42 3
42 3
42 .3
42 3

21.4
2\, 4
21.4
21.4
2 1.4
35.7
35.7
35.7
35.7
35.7
51.1
51.1
51.1
51.1
51.1

. .. "
10
10
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" se.s
" ", re,, ,, ,
".,
see
,, , ,
""
,
,, ,
se
so eae
"
,
as
"
,n , , ,
v
, ,v
"" ss s
,
ra

39,5
19.7
13 2

39 ,5
19,7
132

H

837
46 ,9
40 ,3
37.0 46.5
35.0 44 0
82,2 103,3
62,5 76,5
55.9
702

516

19.7
13 2

39,5
19,7

ra

""

27.4
13,7

a.t

e.a

"

274
13,7

s.t
69

s.s

27 .4
13.7

s.r
e.a

"" '"

15.4

V
V
V
N
V
V
V
V
N
V

!ll .l 114.5
71.4
648
81 4
61.5 77.3 V
748 V
111.1 139,6 N
91.4 1146 V
648 1065 V
61.5 1014 V
79.5 99.9
35,9
N
22,2 23.3 Y
11,6 18.5 Y
15.4 16,1 V
14 0 14.5 Y
480
51.2 N
35,2 36,6 V
30,8 32.0 y
283
295 y
26.9 26.2 V
63.1 66.1 N
49.4 51 7 Y
44 ,8 46.9 V
y
42,5
4 1.2 43.1 V
765 622 N
67.9 V
60 3 63.1 V
58 .0 ' 02 Y
59 3 V
2 l .5 16.9 V

...
"
"

274
13,7

N

,

'"

«,

N

V

V

V

V
V
V
V
V
V

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

V

V

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V
N
V
V

V

V

V
V
V
V
V

,
v
, ,v

Y
y
y
y

V
N
V

Y
Y

v

N
V
V
V
V
N

,,
,,
,

N

V
V
y

, ,,, ,
,,
V

N

Y
Y
y
V

Y
Y
y
Y
y
y

V
V
V
V

V
V
N
V
V

Y

Y

V
V

V
V

Y

...

. ..
···
." .... ."" .. "" "."" '""" '""" ,,,,
···· "
." .. .."" "" ,,,,
·· " .." " . .. '"" " """ ,,,,,
. " " ""
, .... ..., " .. "" "" " " ..
•.". "" . " " ..",
, " ...
.
,,
...
""
, ." . ..
...
"
,,, " ...
..
,
..
,
•.". ." . .., ,"".. "" "" ,,,
.
,, "" ...
., .,., .,.., ,. " " ,,
....
.,
" ...
., ,
"..
,,, "" ... ." ..", ..... ...., "",., ,., """
" . ,
,, "" .... . , , . •..... . . " ""
.
... ... " "" " "" " "" ,
""
""
""ao
an

ae
ac

0.12
0.12
012
0,12
0.37
0,37
037
0.31
0.37

............ .,
." ....."
...... .....".
,
o.e
o.e

0,B7
0,87
0,87
087

zc oss os.
ces
ae 0.65
zo 0.65 0,64
ac 065 064
s so 0.08 c.as
s ac 008 0,86
s ao
s ao

0.06

s
s

0.33
0.33

an c rs

e.ee

0,08

0."
008

as
ae

r.a

"

'.0

as ca
,.o

o.e

t.a '0 r c
t.o

ee

e
e

12 3
123

taa

12,3
12.3
2'.6

t

ae oe

216
21,6
21,6

,

.0

c.r

•.e

"

tt

138

as

'"

'SO
lB,O
18,0 s.t
18,0
18.0 a
32.8 154
32.8
rr

no

32B
32 ,8

c.,

20

"

,

20.3
20.3

20,3
20 .3
11.1
11.1
11.1
111

v
v

re

'"
re

at

,

a

298

zee
ae
sa

sa
ea sa
v
e.e ea v

30.2
25,3

is o

22,8

'"

ac zaa

159
148

V
V
V

17.9
145
13 ,~

TO

U

12,8
\25
122

V

u

oo

v

11.\

"

202

37,9

aae

zoa

,

ee

~8.2

ao.s
359
14.8

as

"0

219
211

379

' .9

1\.0
110
110
11.0
110

257

zaz

as ae

ne ac

t .•

ce

' .0

0,B3
08 3
• 83
083
0,83

ce
ar

cs ae
c.e , .c

0.15 086
0,15
015
0.15

Continued

ra

ne i c
o.s c.,
o.e o.e c.s

0,66

cee

ac 0,08 cee
s
033 cee
s zo 0,33
ac 033 e.ee

Table 0 .2

ao

'. 2

' .2

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

v
v

,v
,,
V

,

,,,
,,
,
,
,

V
V

The maximum ex pect thrust and axial loads arc 66.6N anr.! 91AN respectively.
Note, that the axial load is go ing to beca rried by two drive shafts.
Sizing the drive shalts
The dynamomete r was designed to have hollow drive shafts but. hollow shaHing
could not be obtained in time or at an acceptab le cos\. Note. thai the calculations hcluw
were done for a 3/4in. diameter s haft, However, calculations were also done lilr shan
diameters of 3/8 and 1I2in.. It was found that only the 3/4in. diameter shaft could mcet
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tho deflectioncriteria. Note that the 3/4in. shaft can be replaced by tubing in the future,
when funds are available. The layoutof the drive shaft can be seen in Figure 0 .2.

("W' ''''~'
SECTIO
N

I

ESTIMATED LOCATIONS

Figure D.2
The following assumptions were made in sizing the shaft
- the bushingsin the window eliminatesall the bending loads from being
transmitted from the portion of the drive shafts below the window to the
portion of the drive shafts above the window
• the maximum load on the drive shafts occur at the maximum possible
displacement of the foils. (200mm below there equilibrium position)
This is not true but it ensure that the shafts will be able to carry
the expected lauds.
- the drive shafts have a constant cross section.
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Check to ensure that the stress developed by the expected loads de not exceed the
allowable stress in the lower section of the drive shafts.
Note
(Beer & Johnston 1981)

to.:m

Calculate the slenderness ratio 10 determine if this is a short or intermediate cohuun.
Slenderness ratio =' L., r

tIk cr & johnston 1\)8 1)

r = 'i{ ]JA l [Beer & Johnston 1981) lD . ~ 5 )
= radii of gyration

Jo e 112;cr~
'" 1I2rc( 9 .52 5)~
'" 12.929)( 1O.9m~
A =nr 2

='1t(O.009525)2
= 285.02)( 10" m2

r '" V(12.929 x 10,9/285,02 x 10.6)
= 6.735 x IO·3m
L.= effective length
= 9uOmmassumingone fixed and one

'I'

free end.
Slenderness ratio = 900 x 10.3/ 6.735 X IO'J

om

Figure D.J
To determine if the column strength will depend on the modulus of elasticity E or tht:
yield strength O"y the value of C, mus t be calculated. See FigureD.J.
(Beer and Johnston 1981)
=

122.5
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(1).26)

0 )

=

275MPa

E = 209GP3
Since l.efr < Ce -c 200 this
considered

a

short

Cal .

be

column .

l'hc rcfo rc .

cr.Il" ullowables lTeSS
oc~F . S.

'"
where:

p.S. = the safety factor = 2

cr.1I =O'ylF.S.[I- I/2((Ur)/Cc>2 j
(Bear & Johnston 1977a)
:=

Figu re D.4

56.4MPa

Since this value is less than the allowable stress for compression, it may be used

10

determ ine the maximum permissi ble load usin g the allowable stress me thod of analyzing
a column (Equation 0 .23).

PIA + MCIl;SO"Jll
A = 285.02 X (0 -6 m2
M = 67· 0A50
C :=9.525 x IO·3m
1= 6.465 x IO·9m4

(worst ease)

P1285x 1O.~ + [(67)(0.73)(9.525x 10.3)]/6.465 X10-9:::83.6MPa
Th erefor e.
P .5 34 14N
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Therefore. a 31-1in. shaft can carry thc

CXf'I:':lcJ

loads in th.: lower portions ,~r the drive

shafts.
Check to ensure that the stresses develope d by the expected loads do

111
'1 cXC\'l'\1

the

allowable stress in the portions ofthe drive sha fts above the window {SCI.'Fi~Ill'l: O.4l.

ussumingonc flxcd cnd •

I...,= 336mm

onc plucd cnd

L.!r = 336 x 10,3/6.735 x 1O.J
"' 50
Since l /r <
(J.II =

C~

-c200 this can be considered u short colum n. Therefore.

allowable stress

'"

(\'~,IF,S ,

where:
F.S.

0;

the safety factor = 2
(Bear & Johnston 1977a)

(Joll 0:: G l /F.S.[I- II2« U r)/C. )2j

= 126MPa

Since this value is less than the allowable stress lor compression. it may he used til
determine the maximum permissible loud using the allowable stress me thod nl' analyzing
a column (Equation 0 ,23).

PIA + MC/I::: (J, II
A=:

285 .02

X

10 .6 m 2

M ""P x 0.340
C = 9.525 x IO'}m
1= 6,465 x 1O'9 m4

(worst case)

Therefore,

,.,

1':;; 2351N
Therefore. a J /4in. shaft can carry the expected loads .
Check the an gular defl ection at the window port when the shaft is at its maximurr
deflection (Se e Figure 0.5 ).

."
Figure D.S

The equation of the elastic curve is given by:
Y= (P/6EI)( Xl _ JLl(1 )

(Beer & Johnston 198 1)

(D.27)

(Beer & Johnston 1981a)

(D.28)

The slope at a pointx is given by

o=dy/dx = (PL!!2EI)
= 0.003°
The deflection at the free end is given by
y "O .7 1mm

These deflections are not excessive andshould not be a problem.

Detennine the natural oscillatingfrequency of thedrive shafts
Model theshaft as a mass at the end of a un iform conti-levere d beam (Including the mass
of the beam).
Natural oscillating frequency = Wn = "pEI/(m +(33/l00)msI2»

E = 107MPa
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(Steibe l 1971) (D.29)

I s 6.465 x

I O·olm~

M• • mass of shan
= n:rlp
I .. 1 50 .~50 and 350
- O.38kg for upper limit of motion
• O.S6kg for equilibriu m position
- O.79kg for lowe r limit of foils
~I - 112 (mcs s ofpcd &.:! foils)
- O..:!42kg
w" = 60.2 radians/second for upper limit o f motion
w,,= 26.3 radians/second for equilibri um position
co,,= 14.9 radians/second for the lower limit o f motion

Note: The natural frequencies of the drive shafts. Should be the same about

illl .I~ is

parallel to and perpendicular to the water How. However. this will net actually he the
case. Si nce the lower sections of the drive shafts arc not symmetrical about both these
ax is and also the shafts are connected by the pod. a test slumM he carried nut

Oil

Ihe

dynamometer to measure the natura l frequencies of both shatls about both ,IX is.
The transfe r ratios for lhe above frequencies are :
(I) ..lfJ)

Where
(IJ

= the foreing oscillating frequency

w" .. natural frequency of tile dr ive shaft

For upper limit of motion and maximum forcing frequency.

Fer lower limit of motion and max. forcing frequency
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This will be the highest transfer ratio for the drive shafts. Therefore , the desired
osc illating frequencies should not cause excessive vibration. It should be noted, that the
water will hU\le a damping effect on the motion .
The tOllowing calculations were done to:
• ens ure the strain gauged section would not
fail under the expected loads.
• ensure

that sufflcient strain would be

produced in the strain gauged section to allow
measurement of the expected loads, and
• ensure that the natural vibrational frequency
i1H/2

of the strain gauged section is outside the
operationa l frequency of the dynamometer .

Figure D.6

Check to ensure that the reduced section will ne t fail
The moment (M) deve loped at the 1/4 length of the reduced section is given by:
(Beer & Johnston 1977a)

(D.lI)

Where:
F <applied force
d '" distance between the point of application and the location at which the
moment is being calculated.
Note: If the strain gauged section is conside red to have two fixed ends (See Figure 0.6),
then the maximum bending moment wi ll occur at the 1/4 length of the section (Beer &
Johnston 1981).

M "' 67·0. 1295
=8 .7Nm
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This bending moment will produce tens ion (FT) on the Id1 h.:tnd member and
comp ression (Fe) in me strain gauged sec tion as shown in Figure 0 .7 and calcu lated

below.
Fr - Fc"' Mld
Where :

d - !he distance between me centres of the two Imm reduced sections

FT"Fc= 8.71O.018
=4 83N
There will also be tension and compress io n loads ( F,J due to axial loading as shown in
Figure 0 .2.

Fa -9 IN
The total maximum axial load on the reduce d Imm section is eF)
F - 483 + 112(91)
" S28.SN
To account for the dynamic loa ding, a 1.5
load factor is applied to the loca l load to
give.

F' .. F • load factor
= 528.5 ·1.5

-793 N
The strain ga uged sect ion is made out of
stainless steel with the following propertie s
(Thornton and Coangelo 1985).

Yield stress > 275MPA

Figure D.7

Youn g's modulus - 207QPa
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The requin..d area to prevent yield ing of the strain

gau~ed

section taking into account the

axiallea d mulling from the bending moment produced by the thrust force is
(0 .32)

(Becr & Johnston 1981)

II. = Flo,
= 793(275
~ 2. 8Kmm~

The area e f'the reduced section as designed is (A.!l
'" 0( 12)( 1)
= 12mmz

Therefore. the sectio n should nol fail under the axial loads.
~~c;.I£IDtCed seclionwi!lnotrai!io buek l i ng

lf each of the 1 mm thick reduced sections are considered as a column then by the
allowable stress method of analyzing a column (Equation 0 .23) the critical road is:
(Beer & Johnston 1981)

Po = (a , -M CII)A
= 6.6MN

(0 .33)

M. '" 67(0. I295y:2~4.J2N m
This is much higher than the expectedaxial load which will be developed in the reduced
section. Therefore the reduced section will not fail.
Check 10 see if vib@tionwill be a problem.
Consider the reduced section as a uniform ccntt-tevered beam with a mass (lower drive
shafts. foils and pod) at irsend.
Look at only 1mm x 12 mm beam 10 estimate Cl). ,•• and Cl)Q>"Y for free vibration (SCI.'

Figure 0 .8).
Natural frequency =

W n.

" KIM (Steidel 1989)
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(0 .34)

Where:
K =' FiL =' stiffness
=' load/unit displacement
M = Mass at the lower drive

shafts, mounting pod and two
foils
K"o FIL
= 11EliLJ (~ l unday & Farrar 1979)
=12 (207xI0 9 ) ( lxIO'\~ ) / (30xlO') )
= 9.2 x 1 0~ N/m

M = 0.762 Kg
W~N '" ,,( 9.1x \04/(0.76211))

Only half the mass is carried oy
the aft shaft
.. 49 ( radians/second
Ky•y '" FL
= 12(207x l 09)( 1.44x I0.11)1(30)( 10')))
.. 132480 00
W~y.~", " ( 132480001 (0. 76212»

='

Figure 0 .8 Plan View of cut through
strain gaugedsection

5897 radians/second

Note: that if the stiffness of both I mm sections had been considered these natural
frequencies would be higher. Therefore, the strain gauged section should not develop
noise in the signals from the strain gauges.
Check 10 ensure that sufficient strain will be developedin the straingaugedsection
The following analysis takes into account the lateral displacement of the strain gauged
section when calculating the bending moment at the 1/4 span point of the section. The
differential equation for the elastic curve is
(Munday and Farrar 1979)
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(0 .35)

From Figures 0.9 and 0 .10 il can be seen that
(0.36)

(Munday and Farrar 1979)

M . :M -Fx

Therefore ,
(0.3 7)
Integrating twice with respec t to x gives theelastic curve for the I mm thic k section.
(D .38)

gt
I,
FigureD .9

Figur e 0. 10

Note:

At x e L
x :O. 8L

ye l

dy/dx= slope : O

Thus equation (0 .38) reduces to
Ely: 1/2 M~

2 -

1/6 FxJ + CtX

(0.3 9)

At x = V2

Therefore,

M "'F V2
At x e L

dy/dx :Q

Thus equation{D.39) reducesto
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tOAO)

Thus equatio n ( 0 ..10) can be re-writtenas
(OAl )

Substituting equation (DA I ) into equation (D.36) g ives

;vI, = (12EIVL ~ )(U1 · x)
At x ;: U4

the bending moment is

Figure D.ll
The bendingmoment ( M ~ ) at the 1/4 span positionof the stra in gauged section is

M, = 3( 207:< 10 9 )(Ix.10-12 )(0.36x 10·l)l(30x 10·l)J
= O.75N.m
J =FL)II2EI

=

(Munday & Farrar 1979)
(33.5)(0.03)31[1 2(207 x 109 ) ( I X. IO-u n

= O.36mm

The st ress in the I mmthick section isgive n byEqua tion 0 .44.
a=Myn
(Beer & Johnston 1981)
= (0.75)( 0.5 x lO.l )l1x 10.11
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(0 ,44 )

", 16x 1O~Nlml
"' ) 60M P a

c =O'/E

=(360x l 0 6/ 207.'( I O·}

(Beer & Johnston 1981)

(0.4 5)

= I.7xlO')

= 1700m s t rain
Fo r the lull wheatsto rse bridge ( Sec Figure D.l1)
Octcnnine the output voltage from the s train gaugcs

Wherc:

AE

R,
AR;

", the o utput voltage
= gauge resistance
= change in gauge resista nce due t o strain

No te, lor a wheatstone bridge L'!. R/R, are all equa l and add itive. Therefore,

MYV = ARlR =: 2rb ( Dally& R iley 1965 )
= 2 ( 1.7 x lO.l )

(0.47)

= 2.4mV fV
Ht hc bridge is excited by5V rm s and amplified with a gain of 10 0 0
The n

6£ = the output voltage
=(5 x 2.4) (1000)= l 2v olt
rhis is suffic ient toa llow the m easureme nt of the expecte d loads.
Natu ra l oscillating frequency of the mou nting bra c ket
Determine th e natural oscilla ting freque ncy of th e moun t ing bracket abou t an axis 'x '

parallel 10the water flow and an axis 'y' perpendicular to the water flow (See Figure

D.12).
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Figure D.12

,

Ta bl D3
hem

Y

Area

mm
356.4 ·59.4 5
609.6
0
356.4 -59.4 5

mm"

44 :<8.2

127 x 4.8
44 x U
44 x 8.1
127 x4.8
44 :<8.6
152.4x9.5

356 A

59.4 5

609.6

0
59.4 5

356.4
1.44 7.8

68.2 5

4.092.6

YNA

9881214092.6
= 24mm

-

l...w= 1.657,389,,"11.527.596
'= 13,184,98Smm}

AY

I

V,.

AY'Io':

mm

mm

mm

mm

-21,188
0

1.948.6 ·83.4 5
819.353.0
-24

·2 1.188

1.948.6 -83.4 5
1,948.6 35.4 5

21.188
0

819JS 3.0

-24

2 1.188

1.948.6

35.45

98.812

10.888.7

44.25

98 .8 12 1.657.389.1

447.889

2.834.883
11,527,596.0

Il"'weight!unil length
• 32.1Kg/m
fSteidcI 1971)

>=

2.4 81.935

441.889
2.481.935

t.. "" (I / 11)bhl

E.c209GPa
=

2.481,9J5
351.1 ]0

151SV(209xI 09)()184985xlO·9)(9 .8I)1(32.1}(O.8)4
45343 radians/second

T.R." - [11(1 -6.282' /453' 3' ) I
- I
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IOA81

T a hi e 04
hem
44x8.1
127 x 4.8
4h8.1
44x8. 1
127:.: 4.8
44x8.1
152.4 x 9.5

Ihllal

Area

Y

mm

mm

356.4 -66. 2
609.6 -46 .6
356.4 ·66.2
356.4 66 .2
609.6 4 6 .6
356.4 66 .2
1,447.80
0
4,092 .6

= 3012517+8895 174
= I 190 7691mmJ

AY

[

YNA

mm

mm

mm

mm

66.2
46.6
66.2
66.2
46.6
66.2

1.561.902
1.323.783
1,56 1.902
1.561.902
1.323 ,783
1.561, 902

57,499
1,170
57,499
57,499
1,170
57,499
0 2,780 ,181
3.0 12,517.0

·23.594
.28,407
·23.594
23,59 4
28,407
23.594

I.l.

0:

AYN ,\

0

0
8,895.174.0

weight/unit length

= 32. 1 Kg/m

E =209GPa
• 3 . 5 15 "(209xl09)( 1190769 Ix IO ·9 )(9.8 1)/(32.1 )(0.8)~
""430QI radians/second

T.R.),), = 11/(1_6.2822/4309 12) 1
= [

Vibrationshould not be a problem since the transmissionratios are 1.
Estimationof

FU R

on the aft driveshaft

The rotational displacement, velocity, and acceleration for link ' A ' about point ' C' (See

Figure 3.8) is givenby Equations D.49, 0 50, and D.51 (Beer and J ohn ston 1977b).
Rotational displacement of li nk 'B' about 'C' = Amp sin(wt)

(D.49)

Rotational velocityof link 'B' a bout'C ' '" Amp e costct)

(0.50)

Rotational acc eleration oflink ' B' about ' C' == -Amp ro2sin(ool)

(0.5 1)
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Where; Amp e the nmplitudcof the motion. The maximum expected a mplitude ufthe
dynamcrneter's mo tion is 30" t052rndianslsecondl
Assum ing constant rotation the ce ntripetal acceleration (AJ is givenby
Ac '" 0 2r

(D.S::! )

(Beerand Johnston 1977b)

andthe centripetal force ( Fe) is de fined as
F, = mO lr

(Beer and Johnston 1977b)

(0.53)

Where:
O= the angular velocityo f link ' 8'
= (Ampoo)l
= rotational frequency(maximum assumed to be ]. 14radians/sccllml)
r = distance from joint ' C' to the centre of gravity of the link.

00

=O.05m
m = mass of link ' B ' (O.25Kg)

F, = (0.25XO.52 x 3.14)'(0.05)
=0.03N
This is relatively low (0.06% of th e expected axial force and 0.04% o f the thrust lilrCC)
due to the low frequencies of oscillation.
Estimation of the ma.ximum load in thedirection or the water now carried by the lilrwanl
drive shaft
The maximum angle betwer n the link in the forward drive shan and the ve rticalix
approximately ]0. Assumming an a xial load of 45.5N in the forward dri ve shaft, then the
maximum load in the direction of the water flow carried by the forward drive shuft will
be
F r1h = 45.5 sin(3)
""2 .4N
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Since the maximum expected thrus t force is 67N , the forwa rd dri ve shaft will carry a
maximum of 3 .6% of Inc thrust fo rce.
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